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FOREWORD
The Author of this Injok, Sir Charles Wade, K.C., writes

with Hinf,mlar authority on Australia and Australian problems.
At present Agent-General in London for the State of New
South Wales, he was Premier of that State for three yeai-s.
and for a much lonfrer time a foremost figure in its public
hfe. In addition to bein- a distinguished Australian, he is
an Oxford man and a barrister of the Inner Temple. He
therefore thoroughly understands the conditions of the Mother
Country as well as those of his native land; he brin.'s legal
trammg and knowle.lge to l.ear upon constitutional ami
industrial .luestions, and his high character and fair-minded-
ness are a guarantee for the accuracy of his statements and
the sincerity of his views. His predecessor, Sir Timothy
Cogldan, has lately given us, in his most valuable four
volumes on Luhoiu- arul Industry hi Australiu, an exhaustive
and standard history of the island continent from the first
Bntisl, settlement in New South Wales to the establishment
of the Commonwealth. The present book is an excellent
complement to the longer work, giving in compact form what
may be called an Imperial study of the main features of
latter-day Australia, as it has been shaped by the coloni/in.r
Bntisl, race, and of that race as it has been shaped by
Australia. The problems which Australians have handled
are the problems which are now facing us in the United
Kingdom-social and industrial .luestions, State utilities land
settlement, and so forth. It is true that they present less
tiii. - ty m a new country unhampered l>y centuries of law
custo.n, and tradition, and that the great spaces of Australia
aftord infinitely more elbow-room for experiments in living

A 2



FOREWORD

than the limited and clcwely-packed square mileit of the

Muthcr Country. Still it ia and must be of the utmost value

to study on what lines advanced British democracy has gone

forward ; how far Labour, when placed in power, has risen

to its responsibilities ; how far State action and Government

expenditure have been fruitful, as compared with private

enterprise. The old nation can learn much from the young

peoples of the Empire, and it must l)e confessed that the

overseas democracies have a keener and stronger appreciation

of the meaning and value of the Empire than the majority of

home-bred citizens. In his concluding chapter. Sir Charles

Wade gives his views as to the future relationship between

the Mother Country and the King's Dominions beyond the

seas. The subject is far too large and too controversial to

be treated in a few lines of Preface, but when he pleads for

two things, ' a wider knowledge and a closer sympathj' ', he

is not merely uttering amiable platitudes with which all can

agree. Wider knowledge and closer sympathy are the sine

qiM non of a permanently United Empire. Constitutional

reconstruction is at the best a hazardous enterprise, and in

any case no constitutional or political readjustments will

avail unless the men and women of the Empire know, like, and

trust each other, and wish to go hand in hand through the

centuries. This bed-rock of Empire can only be secured by

wider knowledge and closer sympathy ; the busy millions

of our crowded island must be brought to appreciate it ; they

must be given to understand that it is not an easy task for

an old people and young peoples to fit into each others' ways

of life and to comprehend each others' points of view. This

constitutes the value of such a book as Sir Charles Wade has

written, and I earnestly hope that it will be widely read and

studied.

C. P. LUCAS.
June, 1919.



PREFACE

When I was invited \>y the Provost of University ColleKe,
University of London, a short time ago to deliver some
lectures on Australia I readily responded, as it afforded me
personally pleasure to make known the resources and possi-
bilities of the country in which I was horn and in which
I have spent the ijreater part of my life. But the subject
appealed to me also from a wider and National point of view.
Perhaps in no portion of thr world has the genius for st^lf-

government been given {jreater opportunity for development
than in Australia. Many novel and intricate problems of
constitutional, industrial, and jr.neral social interest have
been boldly undertaken by the Commonwealth and its con-
stituent States—sometimes with success, sometimes not. In
these days of reconstruction the experiments of our democratic
kinsmen overseas are of absorbing interest to us, and the
successful experience of these progressive communities should
Ix; of the utmost value when the people of the British Isles
are confronted with the solution of similar difficulties.

It became impracticable, however, within the compass of
two or three lectures even cursorily to introduce the many
aspects from which Australia can be advantageously studied,
and I have been encouraged to expand the scope of my
survey and to embody the results in the present modest
effort, which I commend to the acceptance of those who are
not indifferent to the vital ^art which will be played by the
Overseas Dominions in the development—and I trust con-
solidation—of the great Commonwealth of Nations.
We are now on the threshold of a new era. Australians

have been revealed to us as a people possessing those qualities

1
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« PREFACE

which are worthy of a j;reat nation. The people Iwlieve ti;at

with incrcaned population a (;reat futorv is lieforo them. In

then the unity and nyinpathy nianifeflted and brought to tlu-

Hurface by this conunon Hacrifici" in the Great War to be

cuntiuuvd and cemented, or are tliesc great outpoHtn of Empire
to Ihj allowed to drift aindeiiHly, with no «5t poll for cloHer

union? There are many schemtH in the air, but l)ecaufle

Hom«« are premature we are tompte<l to almndon all practical

ert'ort.

Wo must first learn to know each other. There in much
spade-work to lie done, for the inhabitants of one part of the

Kmpire an- sadly i;riionint of the history, geography, political

and social life of other portions. Is this want of knowledge

surprising when we renieinlter that it is quite the exception

to find in the primary schools of this country even a map of

Australia { The next few years will be the critical perioil

in devoloping the future relationship of the Mother Country
and her ]3ominions. It is, therefore, of vital importance that

our respective institutions should be thoroughly understood,

the Dominions' aspirations appreciated, our differences recon-

ciled
; and Britishers should recognize that a progressive

democracy is not inconsistent with a deep-seated sense of

Imperial unity, and that the enjoyment of an adult franchise

does not necessarily lead to any wild cry for 'cutting the

painter '.

This preliminary period of education is all-important.

Propaganda work should be widespread and thoroughly

organized. Hitherto much useful pioneering work has been

accomplisl ed by the Royal Colonial Institute, and the country

owes a de )t of gratitude to its Chairman, Sir Charles Lucas,

for his untiring efforts to spread the gospel of a wider
k.iowledge of, and a closer sympathy between, the various

members of this world-wide partnership.

I have not attempted to deal with all the problems of

interest that arise in the various phases of Australian life
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mMifflsted in the PwlikroenUi of the Commonwedth and
the oonatitaent States. Mary of them, althooifh of inUafW
local importance, have no bearing upon European or BritJHh
politic*. Again, many of the subjecta diHcuaflod do not repro-
ent opinion* common to the whole of AuHtralia, for the
States enjoy wide powers of legislation ami iidministration
under the Federal constitution—much wider than are per-
mitted to the provinccM of the Dominion of Ciinada—and
problems are often attacked by individual Stutes which are
outside the jurisdiction of the Commonweulth and by different
Stttteb in various ways. I have, therefore, confined my atten-
tion to the treatment of those subjects which are of interest
to the people of the United Kingdom at the present time,
for the handling of which, or of some phase of which, either
Commo.wealth or SUte experience may l)e instructive; to
probe the difficulties, to remove prejudices and misconceptions

;

to give warning of pitfalls, so that we may profit by the
mistakes as well as the successes of Australian experiments

;

to demonstrate how far Governmental interference is com-
patible with the free play of individual enterprise, ond to
show under what conditions an adult franchise is consistent
with the steady evolution of democratic government. People
of the same stock, actuated by the same ideals, but reared and
living amidst different surroundings, are wrestling with the
same problems at different stages. The common interest and
internal sympathy which will be thus engendered should
tend to unite us all in the face of the great world problems
of the near future.

I have striven to avoid an expression of opinion on con-
troversial issues, merely stating the facts and drawing such
conclusions as are reasonably deducible from the accepted
premisses. In conclusion, I desire to express ray thanks to
Sir Charles Lucas, who has kindly assisted with many useful
suggestions. In compiling material for the chapter on Land
Settlement, I am indebted to Sir T. A. Coghlan, K.C.M.G.,

M.
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for much useful information derived from his massive work

fjabour and Industry, and to the editors of the XlXih

Century and After and The Empire Review respectively, for

liberty to make extracts from articles I have from time to

time written in these magazines.

C. G. W.

J
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CLIMATE AND RESOURCES

No doubt Australia to-day enjoys an extensive popularity.
This may be attributed to the valour and the resource
exhibited on many a battle-field by her troops, qualities
which have won the {gratitude of the Allies, the deep respect
of the enemy, and the admiration of the world. But the
(luestion arises, 'Is this to be only a superficial tickling of
the emotions, a mere nine days' wonder?' When peace has
been sealed, and we resume pre-war conditions, are the
Australian Dominions and their past assistance and valuable
resources to be forgotten, or are we going to pursue the
policy of binding more losely the ties of Empire? If the
latter course is adopted it behoves the people of the British
Isles to cultivate a deeper knowledge of and wider sympathy
with the Commonwealth, to promote the free interchange of
people and opinions whenever practicable, to appreciate the
probable line of development in the future, and to welcome
every opportunity of studying some of the more interesting
aspects of Australian life and institutions.

Australia, as a matter of geography, should be fairly well
known, but an extraordinary amount of ignorance still exists
with regard to that Continent as to locality, distance, develop-
ment—let alone political and social life.

Now one feature, an elementary fact which must be
impressed upon everybody, is the size of that great Continent
It represents in round figures about 3,000,000 square miles.
It extends 2 400 miles from east to west, and 2,000 miles in
Its extreme length from north to south. Figures convey
httle by themselves, but a few comparisons may emphasize
Its vastness. If we were to take the whole of the land
surface of the United States of America and superimpose
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it upon the Australian Continent there would be a space

not covered by America of 69,000 square miles ; if compared
with this country, we could place Great Britain and Ireland

twenty-five times inside the boundaries of Australia, and nine

times inside Western Australia, which is one of the large

States of the Commonwealth. If every inhabi: i* of the

latter country stood at arm's length they would .je unable

to reach round the coast-liue. In a territory so extensive

as this, naturally every variety of climate will be met with.

In the north tropical, then a moderate temperate zone, which,

as one travels southward, develops cooler conditions with
invigorating breezes from the Antarctic. A great part of

Queensland—nearly one-third-^lies within the tropics. The
space between a line drawn through the south of Tasmania
and the equator would correspond to the distance between
the equator and the south of France in i,he northern hemi-

sphere. Yet all these varieties of climate can be experienced

in the course of a few days' journey. In tjydney an ideal

climate for the greater part of the year is to be found. In

the summer the temperature seldom rises high, never to

extreme heat: in the winter months frost is never known
close to the Pacific coast. The early morning is crisp, but
the day is invariably bright, accompanied with sunshine.

The latter months of the summer—February and March
are muggy, owing to the accumulated effect of a continuous
sea-breeze ; the air becomes laden with moisture, but it seldom
becomes oppressive. To those who fancy they are jaded
a ready welcome is extended by our friends in Tasmania.
There visitors can revel in a climate that is bracing and
invigorating, which combines the attractions of the United
Kingdom wif^f i^ ome of its disadvantages. In a word,
Australia is a .. jf sunshine. The great attraction of the

eastern coast is surf bathing. It is at once a sport and
a recreation. The east coast of Australia is fringed for

hundreds of miles with sandy beaches. Sydney is especially

fortunate in this respect, and during the summer months
a large percentage of the population of both sexes of all ages
and classes indulge in this invigorating pastime.

J



CLIMATE AND RESOURCES 13

Climate is associated with rainfalls. Let me remove at the
outset the false impression at times circulated that Australia
is a land of droughts. The accusation that there is a dis-
couragement to enterprise through the uncertain seasons has
prejudiciously affected the country in days gone by. In all
candour one must admit that there are from time to time dry
seasons (and in the past there have been droughts of a serious
character), but when it is realized that Australia comprises an
area larger than that of Europe itself, the mere fact of there
being dry periods in one locality is no reason for condemning
the whole country as drought-stricken. It would be equally
unfair to brand Europe as droughty because dry seasons recur
from time to time in Spain and Italy. In the eariy days,
no doubt, when the means of combating drought, the result*!
of water failure, were not understood or not developed, when
internal water conservation was in its infancy, the effects
of a drought were serious and at times disastrous ; but in
recent years, through the growth of the railway system, stock,
when grass fails, can always be transported to other pastures,
and improved methods of agriculture and water storage have
robbed the droujrht of pioneer days of most of its terrors.
The coastal districts of Australia are uniformly and

abundantly watered. Those parts of Queensland and West
Australia which lie within tropical latitudes are subjected
to the periodical wet seasons, and the average fall for the
year is very heavy; indeed, there is one stretch of 100 miles
along the eastern coast of Queensland where the rainfall is
in excess of 90 inches per annum. As one travels southwards
the measurement decreases, but the whole of the eastern,
south-eastern, and south-western coasts of the Continent, for
an average distance inland of at least 30 miles, receive an
annual rainfall of 40 inches. If, then, the total coast-line
of 12,000 miles is multiplied by an average depth of 30 miles
the result is an area of 360,000 square miles (nearly three
times the acreage of the United Kingdom) which enjoys
an average rainfall of 10 inches in excess of the fall in
London. Whilst suffering from occasional dry periods these
coastal districts are never subjected to a disastrous drought.
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The soil is very productive, consisting largely of river valleys
and alluvial deposits from the waterways which run from the
table-land. The whole area is capable of cultivation and
dairying, and there is room for the close settlement of millions
of people in profitable occupation. Regular seasons are here
assured, inasmuch as the moisture-laden clouds from the
Pacific strike the mountain range at a short distance inland
and the vapour is precipitated and feeds the many streams
which take their rise in this mountain range and How from
west to east into the sea.

On passing inland from the eastern coast a range is

encountered extending from the northern parts of Queensland
at varying distance- from the coast into the south-eastern
districts of Victoria. Westward of this range lies a vast
table-land gradually shelving towards the centre of the
Continent, and the rainfall decreases gradually as one travels
avay from the coast and loses the influence of the sea-
breezes. There is no system of snow-capped mountains in
Australia to provide the rivers with a steady supply of melting
snow, and provision for a permanent water-supply depends
upon the schemes for conserving the rain when it falls.
That more has not been accomplished is owing to the lack
of funds.

The river system of Australia is somewhat unique. Thi-
only large river is the Darling with its tributaries. It rises
in Southern Queensland, runs through the western part of
New South Wales, joins the waters of the Murray on the
Victorian border, and thence (known as the river Murray)
finds its way to the sea through the States of Victoria and
South Austral a. Its total length is 2,310 miles, and during
the periodical flood times it is navigable for 2,000 miles oi
its length, whilst the river overflows its low-lying banks
and expands at times into a sheet of water as much^as forty
miles in width. Under judicious control sufticient wat-r
could be conserved from the flow of the Dariin- during wet
seasons to counteract the effects of rainless perio'ds extending
over years. Hitherto, unfortunately, little has been done
towards checking this waste of water, though there have

t'i>
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been many proposals. As far back as 1890 a Royal Com-
mission in New South Wales reported in favour of locking
the river Darling for navigation and conservation purposes
hut the proposal involved heavy expenditure of money, and'
as there were few political votos attached to it, the scheme'
was not pressed. Recently, however, the importance of water
conservation as a national work has been realized and an
arrangement has been arrived ut between the Commonwealth
and the States of New South Wales, Victoria, and South
Australia to share in the cost of constructing a series of weirs
in the 3Iurray river east and south of its junction with the
Darling, which will revolutionize and simplify the water
problem in the south-east of Australia. The river will be
locked and there will be maintained an even flow of water
all the year round, whilst huge diversions for irrigation
purposes will be practicable. This scheme involves the fillinjr
from the main river of Lake Victoria, a dry bed n,'ur South
Australia, whereby an immense volume of water would be
stored for irrigational purposes, and enabling very extensive
areas of land contiguous thereto to be placed under intense
cultivation. Independently of this work the New South
Wales Government have constructed the great dam at
Burrinjuck in the upper reaches of the river Munumbidgee
which IS a tributary of the Murray. It is the largest work
of this nature south of the equator, and is exceeded in
magnitude by few. if any. in the worid. The depth of
water at the face of the dam when full is 200 feet and an
area of 12,240 acres is submerge.! by the stored-up water
at varying depths. To those who are familiar with Sydneywa ers it will be interesting to know that the quantity ofwater stored at Burrinjuck is e<,ual to the contents of SydneyHarlw. The ^.^ter is drawn off from this dam in sufficientquan itie« to maintain a regular flow in the river channel
at all seasons, and some 150 miles lower dc ^n the stream
It IS diverted into canals for the purpose of irrigatincr the

whlrt '^'T^^r
""'^"^"* '' ^^"- This i« a di^tricwhere the natural rainfall is not more than 12 inches i„the course of the year, but it is considered that the quantity
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conserved by the dam is sufficient to maintain operations
on the Irrigation Settlement for a period of two years even
if the dam be not replenished by any rainfall during; that
time. It is also proposed to construct a dam of a similar

character close to the banks of the Murray, which will serve
to irrigate an area in that neighbourhood even more extensive
than the settlement at Yanco.

So much for the surface water supplies of the Continent.
There is in addition an apparently inexhaustible reserve

underground, the existence of which was only discovered
in recent years, and the extent of which is not yet deter-

mined. It has been proved that there exists an immense
artesian basin, lying towards the eastern part of the Continent,
where water can be obtained by boring at depths varying
from 2,000 to 5,000 feet. So far it has been proved by bores
that the artesian he<l is 500,000 square miles in extent, and
th3 daily flow from the individual bores varies from 1,500,000
to 3,000,000 gallons per day, according to the depth of the
well. These artesian bores have been flowing for many years
and there is little evidence of a diminishing How. The water,
however, is highly mineralized and in some localities in its

natural state is not altogether suitable for the purposes of

cultivation, but the water is always suitable for drinking
purposes by stock : and one large district in particular, which
in days gone by had been an uncertain speculation for

pastoralists, has now become transformed into one of the

most valuable pasture areas in New South Wales through
the discovery and use of artesian water.

Hitherto the edge of the artesian basin was thought to lie

considerably to the eastward of the central line of the Conti-

nent
; but it has been reported lately that artesian water in

large quantities had been struck near Lake Eyre in South
Australia. This neighbourhood marks the point where the

natural rainfall diminishes to its lowest, and it has always
been regarded as unfit for profitable occupation; and Lake
Eyre itself is a dry depression evJ'^'>ncing a period when that

part of Australia lay below the level of the sea. If this dis-

covery is confirmed over a large area, then the great problem

M
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of barren central Australia Heeins to l)e solved, for where
water exists cultivation can be carried on and population can
be sustained. If settlement is gradually extended inland from
the sea, then by the time when the dryer areaH of the interior are
reached we may with confidence assume that scientific method
of water conservation and irrigation and of ugriculture will
make every part of that great Continent habitable, productive
and prosperous. Southern California is an encouraging object
lesson: what has been accomplished by water and capital in
those and regions can be repeated in Australia.
Such are in short the water resources of the Continent.

What have been the products ? Although Australia is rich
in every variety of primary pi-oduct, the ene.gies of the
settlers were for many years confined to the rearing of sheep
and the growing of wool. This occupation involved the
employment of few hands comparatively, and the bulk of
the population was collected in a few large towns close to the
sea-coast. It was realized, fortunately in goo<l time, that the
policy of developing the towns at the expense of the country
districts was not in the best interests of the Continent and
tlie large growth of dairying, agriculture, and closer settle-
ment m recent years is the result of a determination to
mcrease the population in the interior and encourage the
cultivation of smaller areas.

The greater part of the dairy industry is carried on in the
nver valleys between the great dividing range and the eastern
seaboard of Australia. There are districts inland, no doubtm which dairying operations can be carried on successfully
but this coastal belt is in every way pre-eminently suitable for
(lairy farming and is capable of supporting a teeming popula-
tion. As the land is rich and consequently costly, the farms
are small m size, varying from 5 to 40 acres each. For some
years butter from Australia has enjoyed a stable market in

i^^"" rtfd"**"'"'

^"'^ *"" ever-increaaing quantity is annually

Agriculture has only been seriously attacked within the
ast thirty years. The climate between the table-land and
the coast ,8 too wet for wheat-growing, and with the back-
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ward methods of the pioneerint; days ^p'ain-growinf; was an
uncertain venture in the interior. Much of the work hitherto

has been of an experimental kind, and it was for a lonjj time
thought to be impossible to grow wheat in a locality where
the rainfall was less than 20 inches per annum. Each year,

however, cultivation is advancing farther inland from the

coast-line ; and at the present time in New South Wales
wheat is being grown profitably in districts situated 100 miles

westward of the line which, only a generation ago, was held

to lie the ultimate limit of successful cultivation. As each
year passes it is expected that the line of profitable .igricul-

ture will be extendetl still farther inland.

Research work has resulted in the development of a wheat
grain which has greater powers of resistance to the effects of

dry weather, and at the same time is more prolific ; and when
the soil is treated by improved methods of cultivation with a
more liberal use of manures good results are assured in these

districts where the rainfall is only slightly in excess of 10

inches per annum. In the areas where the rainfall is less

than that figure wheat-growing is a speculation, but the irri-

gation works and the conservation of water will enable the

dryer belts to be utilized for fruit-growing, lucerne, and other

forms of intense cultivation ; and if the recent discoveries of

artesian water in the neighbourhood of Lake Eyre prove to

bi- permanent, then there is no reason why, with easy access

to water, the fanner should not throughout Australia over-

come those diflSculties which were the nightmare of the early

pioneers.

Hitherto the average yield of wheat has not been high ; it

usually figures about 14 bushels per acre. This is undoubtedly
low compared with the standard yield of 30 bushels per acre

in the United Kingdom. It should be remembered, however,
that the cost of cultivation is heavy in Great Britain with its

limited areas available, whilst the most approved methods
have not yet been widely applied in Australia, where the areas

are endless. Wheat-growing is still more or less in its infancy

in the Commonwealth, but its possibilities in the future are

unlimited. The yield of the wheat crop in Australia for the
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year 1913 totalled 103.000,000 bushels. The production of
the Unite.l Kingdom for the san.e year waa 61.000.000
.n.hek In 1915-16 the yield in Australia was 179,000000
•nshels and the value of Australian agriculture and dairy
products in 1915 was £73,769,000.

In spite of the rapid extension of agriculture, sheep breedinc
has not Wen curtailed. Possibly Canmla through proximity
to the European markets may clain, to l^ the granan. of
Europe, but Australia supplies the material for clothing the
p-cater part of the world, and wool is eagerly sought by the
United States of America, the British Isles, and on the Conti-
nent Eastern countries, moreover, are now coming into themarket and Japan and China are expected to be keen cus-
tomers m the future. In 1915 Australia with five millions of
people pr^luced 642,743,7X'5 lb. weight of wool, representing
one quarter of the worlds production. Sheep Hocks hav^
«I ghtly d.„„n,.shed in recent years, and may be expecte.l to
fluctuate from tune to time according to the seasoDsVbut thehgures show a steady upward moven.ent. In 1915 the num-

KJnl '^'Z'^'u^''"'^'"'
'"^' ^^ "•"'«"«' '" the Unitecl

Inl ~»^ »'•"-"«. and in the United States 50 millions,

tl rr ,^ "^V"'
pn-^toralist was ever contending withtwo difficulties, of which one was the absence of internalludway tiansport In consequence when his flocks were re-taken by drought they were unable to live through the absenceof herbage, or to travel on foot to fresh pasture on account ofweakness and thus they would die in large number tJ

obstacle has now been oven^ome since the construction obranch and cross-country railways from nearly all the larcecentres and from north to south or east to welt ; and nowf
wffl : '^'i!?'

^" """ "' ^"ffi-'*y - enabledrtranslrlus flocks to good pastures by rail. Another difficulty wasthe absence of a market outside the Continent. Wool wL•ble to attiuct buyers in the Old World through thr^arcTtvof Uus product, but there was no overseas marke Tor2surplus meat which was produced every vear ThI «
waa boiled down for the tTllow which "Vou d yidd a^dXn.eat was diverted from general consumption.'in f^t wal

b2
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WARteil. However, the eHtalilmlniient of fr«'eziny workn on
InncI and refrigerated Hpscu in NhipH han enable<l Australian

mutton, as well as Injof. to Hccuro a footin;,' in tlio marketa
overseas. The cattle ousinesH is now oxpandin);. Queens-
land and West Australia arc the chief hoMies of this industry,

and here aj^ai'i refrijjeration has been the salvation of the

cattle raiser and supplied him witli ii pt^rnianent market
abroad. Of late years the meat-canning; industry has been

established, and many a soldier durinj; the recent war has

expressed his ijratitude for the prompt and unvaryinj; supply

of Australian frozen and cannc<l meats at the Front. The
valu«! of pastoral protlucts for the year 1915 was £65,607,000.

The mineral wealth of Australia is phenomenal. Millions

of ix)unds worth of ore a.id metals have Injen extracted from

the soil in the course of the last sixty years, and yet many
competent authorities declare that hitherto merely the surface

of the earth has l»een scratched. Gold was first discovered

in New South Wales in the year 1851, and shortly afterwards

ensued the great gold rush to Victoria. Since then gold has

lieen discovered in every State ot the Continent, and the

original far-famed mines of Bendigo and Ballarat are still

being worked with success. Gold was discovered at Coolgardie

in West Australia less than thirty yeai-s ago in the heart of

the l»arren spinifex country. To the late Lord Forrest the

credit is due of leading the water inland in pipes over a dis-

tance of more than 4()0 miles to the mining field, thus ensurinj;

a permanent supply for the district, and enabling a thrivin;;

city to grow up in a spot which was once regarded us

a heart-breaking desert. To give an idea of the phenomenal
yield of gold in Australia, mark that the total raised up to

the end of 1915 is valued at £572,453,770. Turning next to

silver and lead, the Broken Hill Mines of New South Wales

are the largest in the southern hemisphere, and the tales of

the early discovery and development ir a M'aterle.sa tract

sjivour of romance. For more than thi.ty years this lo<le

has been worked at high pressure, and the value of productiun

up to the end of 1916 amounts to £91,000,000. The total

dividends paid represent £18,0(K),000, whilst the dividends
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piiid by tilt' Broken Hill ProprieUry Compjiny (the part it

Company on the lotle) amount to £ll,0(KMKX), ami wagiH,
Ac, rcprenent no lew than £13.(K)<),0(K».

Ah to cop[)er. The n-prcHontiitiv.' mine of AuMtralia iiow-
Hilays is Mount Morfc-an in Qu.wnHlan.I. Originally it wan
u mountain whici. wan impregnatwl with ;,'oId, was worked
o« a gold proposition, and dividends Ironi that source to dat.!

amount to £9,180,0(J(); hut the working of the mine disclosed
the fact that it was in reality a mountain of copper, and
an immense reserve of copper ore has l>een located amounting
to at least 7.00(),()0() toua The output of gold is 4,621,302 oz.
and of ccpjier 93,114 tons. The company is still paying
dividends to the extent of £40(),(K)() a year, and has ever?
prospect of a long life before it.

One of the largest tin mines in the world is situated at
Mount Bischoff in Tasmania, and although fortune was not
kmd in the early days of the wai, it luw Fwen a most
successful undertaking. The .lividendy ,aid represent a return
of £150 for each £3 share.

Molylxlenite and tungsten are found in larg.; (juaniitics in
Australia, representing a very large proportion of the total
producUon of the world. The value of these metals cannot
be overestin :ite.l for the purposes of hardening tools and for
high speetl work in manufacturing, and it is expected that
there is a great future in store for this industry.

It has been said that co.il and iron are the raw materials
which are most valuable, and which are es.sential to the
success of a manufacturing country. If this l)c so, there is
a great future before the Commonwealth. Iron ore is to
be found m very large .juantities in South Australia and
Tasmania, and deposits not so extensive are worked in New
South Wales and other portions of the Continent. Large
iron-works have been in operation in New South Wales for
some years p,ust, an.l the Broken Hill Proprietary Companv-
the pioneers of the silver Lmd industry-have recently estab-
bshed e aborate and up-to-date works on the sea-coast at
Newcastle m the heart of a coal-mining district. Already
in addition to the pro<luction of iron and steel for ordinary
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commercial purposes, tlie Company has been rolling steel

rails, and proposes to undertake the manufjicture of jjalvanized

iron. It is expected that these estaMishments will supply

all the needs of Australia for railway construction, ship-

building, and ordinary commercial purposes.

Last, but not least, water-power is a most valuable adjunct

to successful manufacture. The j^reat lake in the centre of

Tasmania has been harnessed for the development of electric

power, which is transmitted to the north and the south of the

island, and will play a «jreat part in reducing manufacturing

costs in the future.

The following figures represent the value of the primary

products and manufactures of Australia for the year 1915

:

Agriculture 73,769,000

Pastoral 65,607,000

Minerals 22,397,000

Forestry and Fisheries .... 5,777,000

Manufactures 62,883,000

Total . . .1:230,433,000

Having cursorily surveyed the resources of the Continent

it is opportune to introduce the reader to its people. Tin-

Australians are essentially British; in many respects, indeed,

more Briti.sli than the people them.selves in the British Lsles.

There is le.ss admixture of foreign races, and the White
Australia policy of the Commonwealth tends to preserve the

pure racial characteristics of the Anglo-Saxon. Their national

characteristics are a spirit of adventure, perseverance in the

fjice of difficulties, a keen sen.se of justice, and a demand for

equality of opportunity. The life of the old pioneers was
hard and exacting. In the early days of last century a

journey to Australia occupied from six to nine months. Tlie

perils of the sea were many, food was of tlie poorest, the

vessels were not more than a few hundred tons buixlen, and
the men and women who undertook the trip of their own free

will required a stout heart to .sever their connexions with

their old homes to embark on this journey of exile. The
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country was uninhabited by white men, except their own few

fellow settlers, comforts were few, hardships were numerous,

and the daily routine was exacting toil. The life of a woman
was discouraging—often alone in the house, subject to attacks

by the natives or by escaped convicts, who assumed the role

<»t' highway robbers. Yet under such arduous conditions

generation after generation of sturdy settlers were reared,

who were taught to realize that their success in life was
dependent on their own merits and exertions. Shut off as

they were from the rest of the world, they developed their

own ideals of government and social institutions, and thanks

to the gooil sense and liberal policy of the British Government
the boon of responsible government was conceded in the year
1855. Since then each of the States has from time to time

been allowed large powers of .self-government, and they have
built up froe institutions—perhaps the freest and most demo-
cratic in the world. For many years the franchise has been
adult—enjoyed by every man and woman over the age of

twenty-one. The system of education is free, secular, and
compulsory up to the age of foiirteen, thus affording to every
young Australian an opportunity of being thoroughly grounded
in all branches of elementary education. Discussion through
the press, at public meetings, and in debating societies is

encouraged on all subjects of piiblie interest, and the people

are brought into close touch with the burning political issues

of the day. There is no privileged class, either of birth or
wealth, which can bar the individual's advance in life, and
there is no post or position to which the humblest may not
ri.se, provided merit and perseverance is manifested. The
Australian has developed a large measure of initiative from
the training of his parents, and being compelled to think for

himself; and it is those qualities which have stood the
Australian soldier in such good stead on many a battle-tield

in the tighting zones of this war. The Australians pride
themselves on their spirit of independence, and so strongly
has this been developed that the Germans in their folly

Ijelieved that the Dominions would break away from the
mother couutrj' at the first outburst of war. But keen as
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they are to express their own opinions they are imbued with
the same sense of justice and freev^om as the people of this

country, and they loyally threw in their lot with Great
Britain and France in upholding the safety of civilization.

They gave willingly of their best, and now it is their proud
consolation to know that, however great the sacrifice, they
have played a real part in achieving this great victory, and
without shame may stand side by side with the best soldiers

in the world.



II

INDUSTRIAL AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS

In order to appreciate the aryuments in support of a
tribunal for the compulsory adjustment of industrial dis-

putes it is necessary to undei-stand the procedun.' for the
fixing of wages. In the old days it was a matter of
bargaining or h >,ding to adjust the relation between supply
and demand as it varied from time to time. The workman,
however, was usually at a disadvantage in this process'
Whilst the employer of labour was able to withhold his
capital if the proposed terms were not satisfactory and await
a more favourable opportunity, the workman could not afibrd
to do so, for his capital was his capacity for labour, and if

that was unoccupied his resource were forthwith paralysed.
Thus it came about that unless the demand for labour was in
excess of the supply, or unless the organization of labour was
sufficient to exercise pressure, the worker was faced with the
alternative of yielding to terms when unsatisfactory or facing
unemployment with all its consequent hardships. Thus
eventually the tixing of wages resolved itself into a trial
of strength between two parties, and those who possessed
the greater strategic advantages were generally success-
ful; and this power of tjonomic pressure was used relent-
lessly by either side. This method is barbaric and out
of keeping with modern humanitarian ideals and it tempted
unfair employers to depress wages unduly. Such a coui-se
of procedure was socially and economically unsound. For
the employer lost his profits, the wage-earner lost his re-
muneration, output was reduced, and the national progress
retarded. But outside the direct parties to the conflict the
non-con)batant8 (represented by the wives and children of
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those concerned) were the victhus of the struggle and suffered
inevitable privations

; whilst the public, who had no concern
in the dispute, were compelled to submit to the inconveniences
arising from scarcity of coninio<Jities and the consequent
increase in prices. These evils became intensiHed as trade
and commereu expanded aiid industries became interdejien-
dent. Obstruction in one trade would lead to delay and
possible stoppage in a numl>er of othei-s allied to or dependent
upon it for continuous working. Through the combination
of workers and the sympathetic strike the evil of a local

strike was often widely extended. Thus the losses and
privations caused by a lock-out or strike became a greater
menace to the community . It had been felt for many yean;
that dislocation of industrial life was the wrong way to
adjust internal disputes. As a remedy voluntary tribunals
and trade connnittees had been freiiuently tried, but not
always with success. The Australasian Dominions were the
first to attempt to frame machinery which compelled the
combiitants to submit their disputes to an impartial tribunal
for adjustment, without ceasing work. The ideal was to
secure protection to the weak against the aggression of the
strong, to guarantee to all workers a reasonaljle living wage,
an<l to make sweating a thing of the past. Farther, to
ensure that a tribunal should Ik; established which would
protect all interests, and which, whi!(; laying down conditions
which were acceptable to the employer and employee, would
not be burdensome on the general public. The last, but by
no means the least important, objective was to alx)lish lock-
outs and strikes and to maintain the continuity of all indus-
trial operations.

New South Wales was the first of the Australian States
to make these experiments on a large scale, and the Industrial
Arbitration Act. after a stormy passage, eventually became
law in lUOl. The aim was to devise a tribunal which would
fulfil the above-mei-tioned exiwctations. Pariiament had the
example of a Wages ^oard system operating in Victoria which
had successfully dealt with the 'sweated' trades for some
years previously, but it« operations were confined to the
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sLCurinj,' of a living wage in these particular trodes. New
Zealand a year or two before had established a Court of
compulsory arbitration—semi-judicial in character -on a more
atnl>itious scale and with wider powei-s of regulating industrial
conditions. The New South Wales Parliament "decided to
follow the lines of the New Zealand Act, which up to that
point had worked smoothly. A Court was established con-
sisting of a president and two member- It was surrounded
with the formalities of a court of law. Evidence was pre-
sented on oath and the parties were allowed legal repre-
sentation by counsel or att(n-ney. Its jurisdiction included
the granting of a minimum wage and generally regulating
the conditions of an industry. The elements of failuie, how"
ever, were involved in the initial constitution of the personnel
of this Court. The President was a Judge of the Supreme
"ourt, an able man, but who had had no practical experience
of manufacturing conditions. One member of the Court,
chosen by the employers as a l)ody, was drawn fi-om the'
ranks of marine engineers: the other, chosen by the industrial
organizations of employees, was a seaman by occupation.
Thus if engineering or shipping disputes were brought up
lor determination then at least one member would have .some
practical and expert knowledge of the issues. Lut in the
great majority of cases each member was equally deficient in
practical knowledge, &c. It was hoped that each member
would approach the dispute in a .spirit of ju,licial impartiality,
laying aside all preconceived view.s, and weigh the evidence
accordingly

;
but it was found that in industrial disputes

intimate knowle.lge of trade conditions was a very necessary
safeguard against mistakes on the part of the Court, and
partisansliip was unavoidable. In pmctice it became the
rule ior the employees, who were invariably tlie plaintiHs,
to put forward extravagant claims, many of which—in their
own trade circles—would be untenable. The employers
retaliated with counterclaims of an e-iually extreme nature
each thus hoping that the two official members would support
the interests they were .supposed to represent, and a bewildered
tribunal would seek safety in the usual refuge of arbitrators
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by splitting the ditterence. In practice these expectations
•were usually fulfilled.

This initial weakness in the constitution of the Court was
the source of many evils. It was always necessary to

educate all the members of the Court ab initio in all the
details of each tnido that submitted its claim, and valuabK:
time was wasted in educational processes iiiti-oductory to the
real hearing which would have l)een entirely unnecessary for

th(jse who understood the business. Thuf- the actual hearing
of ouch dispute became unduly prolonged. Further, tlie

cause list grew unduly. The Court was suppose<l to iict only
when a strike or lock-out was threatened, but it becjime tl.c

custom to accept a mere claim as evidence of an impending
dislocation of work ; and inasmuch as the awards of the
Court usually granted an increase in wages, there was
naturally a stampede of all the trade unions to secure priority

in approaching this tribunal by placing their case on the list.

In a very short time the work of the Court (there was only
one) had become congested; there was a lengthy list, and
legitimate disputes might remain upon the waiting list for

months, whilst those which had been lodged earlier in point
of time received preferential treatment. Thus a case of real

merit might be postponed indefinitely. The workers had
been bidden to refrain from strikes on the promise that their
grievance would be promptly heard; they found they ha<l

surrendered the oKl weapon but had failed to secure the
anticipated compensating benefit. What else could they do ?

They protested, they fell bjick on the strike, since peaceful
methods of adjustment were out of their reach. The Court
was powerless to cope with this situation, for it would be
suicidal to grant precedence on the ground of alleged urgency,
because all claims would then be marked ' urgent ' and their
bona jiiles would not be determined until a hearing had
taken place. The Court was compelled to adhere to the
chronological list. The only alternative would have been to
increase the number of courts. But the Court was an expen-
sive tribunal and the cost of multiplying it would have been
prohibitive.
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It tiius followed through this congestion of the Court that

n fiirect encourugement was given to the workei-s to full buck

on the direct nieth(j<ls of strike through inability U) secure

a heainn;; ; un<l this tended to undermine respect for the

law. On the other hand, the awai'ds when delivered failed

to give siitisfaction. Being propounded by men who were

upright to a degree but without expert knowle<lge and more
or less i^Topiiig in the dark, the decisions faile<l to please

either party ; a spirit of unrest and resentment xupidly

developed, and the influence of the Court, which it was
hoped would be the great counter-activity of strikes, dis-

appointetl expectations.

The last blow to the efficiency of the Industrial Arbitration

Court was the exercise of the ' writ of prohibition '. From
time immemorial the superior Courts in British schemes of

jurisprudence have been clothed with the power of restraining

inferior Courts from exceeding their jurisdiction. The
prospect had been present to the minds of the legislature,

in framing the machinery originally for compulsory arbi-

tration, that awards might be delayed < v rendered nugatory
by successful appeals; for two of the conditions precedent

to success were promptness of determination and finality.

It was, therefore, enacted thit the awards of the Court
should not be subject to appeal or even to the writ of

prohibition. This was fi novel depaiture and far-reaching,

for it meant clothing the tribunal with unlimited discretion

and power. The view was held, however, that however wide
might be the terms limiting the right of appeal, yet as to

actions ultra vires the superior Courts could not l>e deprived
of their inherent right to restrain inferior tribunals from
exceeding their jurisdiction. Eventually this point was tested

successfully by the employers on a number of issues, and
the employees looked on with astonishment at first, and then
with deep resentment at the fruits of long and expensive
incjuiries being time after time nullified. The Act (in words
of a subsequent President) became a riddled hulk. In tlie

course of five years it Wcame manifest that the existing

machinery was not calculated to secure a satisfactory
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adjustment of .lisputes or to ;,ruarantee the continuity of
work.

The public, liowever, had Iwcome impressed with the con-
viction that State intervention was necessary an.l demanded
that some alternative machinery should !« devised for
securing redress. Parliament accepted the obligation, and
in the year 1908 a new measure was protluced on the lines
of the Victorian Wajjes Boards. Instead of a tribunal with
the formalities of a Court of Justice a Board was chosen,
consistinf,' of an o.jual number of representatives of employers
and employets in the particular industry concerned. They
were all practical men, thoroujrh experts and knowing the
exact places where the shoe pinched. Further, a Board was
appointed for every trade; this promised to secure not only
a marked reduction in the time occupieil in deterniining each
dispute (for irrelevant claims would not receive any counte-
nance), but also, from the fact that a number of Boards in
different industries might Ihj sitting at the same time, greater
expedition in clearing the atmosphere of disputes. On one
occasion there were no less than twenty-five Boards at the
same time investigating different industrial disputes. Expedi-
tion was further secured by fixing the remuneration of the
Bwirds at a figure which would not afford an inducement,
to prolong matters unduly. Moreover, the absence of a legal
atmosphere tended to produce a spirit of conciliation and
a re.-sonable attitude between the disputing parties. At the
head of each Board was a Chairman. The difticulty was
to secure efficient Chairmen. If he was a mere figure-head
with no personality or tact, the representatives of the two
sides were prone to give a solid party vote, and then trust
to influencing the President one way or the other to split
the difference. Such a man would be of little value. Success
in this new experiment was dependent upon .securing the
services of Chairmen who had sufficient influence and coura-.-
to induce the parties to arrive at a decision by a majority
amongst themselves. The first experience of this new de-
parture was encouraging. Hearings were shortened, the lists
were no longer congested, the determinations of the Boards
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carried witli them an authority wliicli was wanting in the
old Arbitration Court. The experience of Victoria had been
equally satisfactory, but in that State the workers were n(jt

highly organized or very aggressive. In New South Wales,
on the other hand, Unionism had advanced in numbers and
power under the original Arbitration Act, and the militant
organizations eventually pitted their strength against the law
by resorting to the weapon of the strike, and conflict between
the two forces continually recurred. It was possible by
firm administration to maintain the efficacy of Wages Boards
as the only Bolution of industrial disputes ; but the penalty
impo8e<l for firmness on the part of the Government was
severe, and it was easier and less distasteful to political

supporters if the Government lient their heads to the storm
of opposition and condoned tht- frequency of strikes and
contemptuous disregard of the law. Gradually but surely
it became the custom to approach these peaceful tribunals
to secure from them nil that was possible, and then to strike
for something more in the hopes that the State would inter-
vene, and for the sake of peace suggest some compromise
which meant a still further concession to the workers.

It thus became manifnst, as time passed, that industrial
organizations might be classified into two main divisions,
which might Ije called tlie 'peaceful' and ,.he 'militant'.'
It became impracticable to control the latter, even by penalties,
if they were determined to resist. Recently another change
has been made in the law whereby an option is extended
to these various workers' organizations either to come under
the shelter of the Act and enjoy its benefits and protection,
whilst forgoing the desire to strike, or, in the alternative,
to stjind aloof from peaceful arbitration and rely on the
old weapon to advance their wishes, but to bo excluded fro.,

any benefits that might arise from an award of a Board.
It is too early yet to state how this change will work in
practice. But it can be gathered from what has been said
that although the Wages Boards are an efficient tribunal for
determining the issues of fd«t, yet no machinery has so far
been devised which can successfully compel unwilling parties
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to observe the uwHid, and recent leKiHlatioM impliedly admits
this poHitiun.

This brings me Ui the question of eonipuUion. When the
original Bill was Ijeing discussed in Parliament in 1900,
the workers claimed that machinery should U' provided for
forcing employers to observe an award if adverse to their
interests. This was roadily conceded, and the converse obliga-
tion of obedience was logically imposed upon employees to
take their grievances to the Court rather than resort to
economic pressure through the nie<lium of a strike. The
^anctions adopted for enforcing obedience to the decisions
of the Court were various. For many yoars the penalty
for a strikf or lock-out was imprisonment either ut the hands
of a Jury or by a Court of summary jurisdiction ; but it was
obvious that if a test was made it would Imj impossible to
imprison large lK)dics of men on strike, and the challenge was
definitely thrown down son»o years ago on the occasion of
a very e.vtensive coal strike in New South Wales. An
attempt was made to enforce obedience of the law by the
prosecution of a certain number of the ringleaders of this
very strike. These men were convicted, and shortly after
their trial the strike did in fact come to an end ; but when
these powers which had been on the statute book for years
were put into operation, a loud cry of resentment ran throu<'h
the community. It was argued that it was a resort "to
Middle Age barbarity to stamp as a crime the endeavour of
individuals to secure more humane conditions of life for their
fellow men

;
and, unless the conduct of men on strike actually

involves some aci, of violence, it is doubtful whether the power
to imprison will again be invoked against men merely because
they are on strike. It was still felt that some penalty was
necessary to maintain the authority of these industrial
tribunals, and attempts were made to attjich the funds of
the tride or industrial unions for strikes, breaches of awards,
or other offences against the Act, but without success. TIk-
wages of the individual men on strike were likewise attached.
To seize moneys in the hands of the late employer would
l)e futile, but when the wages under a new employer were
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imponnded, an appeal was made to •entiment that it wa« very
hard that a man who had been without work nhould be
robbed of the first wages he earned after resumption, whilst
his family were without reasonable means of sustenance.
Another device was to obtain an injunction against a
threatened strike, and to punish for contempt of Court those
who defied it; but whilst this expedient might lead to delay,
and thus give time for better counsels to prevail, yet adminis-
trators were eventually faced with the old situation, that,
if a body of men were sufficiently organized and determined',
the mere threat of imprisonment would not deter them from
their purpose. The genera' opinion to-day is that it must
be moral authority rather than legal compulsion which is
to enforce obedience to the industrial tribunals in the future.
The interpretation of the statute by the first President of

the Industrial Arbitration Court led to developments of a
political nature that were never contemplated by the legisla-
ture. One section provided that in the event of two workers
oflering themselves for employment at the same time, one
being a member of a trade union and the other not, then,
other things being equal, preference of employment should be
given to the unionist This was a discretionary power to be
used with care, and was intended no doubt to encourage the
enrolmci of the workers in trade unions and organized
negotiation. The interpretation given by the President, how-
ever, was in effect that he was bound in all cases to grant
preference to unionists. As a result the ranks of the unions
were enormously strengthened, for it was understood that
unless a worker belonged to a union he could not expect to
secure work

;
and having become a member of the union an

attempt was then made by its political elements to coerce him
to vote the 'labour ticket' and support the Labour Party
under the penalty of expulsion for refusal and the consequent
inability to secure employment. No doubt this objective was
not as a rule openly announced, but it was generally felt that
pressure of this character was indirectly or directly applied,
in the course of the next two years the ranks of the trade
unions increased largely in numerical strength, and every
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opportunity was taken to coiutolidate the memben m sup-

portent of the Labour Party. ThuH the trade anion under

the patronage of the Court became a recruiting sergeant for

a political party ; and political influence played a great part

in Hul>Bequcnt yearn in the atlministration of thin legislation.

I am of opinion that to thiH preference claune may be attri-

buted, in a marked degree, the rapid rise of the Labour Party

to power in the Stute of New South Wales. It can be realized

how delicate wan the {Kmition of a Labour Ooverntnont when
in office, whose membem were pretwed by political orga- .(ions

willing; to conform to tluH {Msaceful machinery of arbitration

only in HO far as it .suited them.

Two other methods for the regulation of wages were prr)-

poundcd by the Federal Parliament and are deserving of

notice. Some years after the inauguration of the Common*
wealth a Federal Arbitration Court was constituted, but its

powers of intervention were limited to those occasions when
disputes threatened to overflow from one State into another

and to involve two or more States in industrial trouble. Its

opportunities for action were fro* its very nature limiterl, and
proof of an interstate dispute wos difficult to establish ; but

as in the State Courts the mere lodging of a claim eventually

became evidi^nce of a threatened strikt.', so the filiniy of a

dispute coupled with the information that two Statb^ would

be involved was accepted as the basis for invoking the juris-

diction of the Federal Court. Inasmuch as all the States now
have separate tribunals for dealing with industrial matters

within their own borders, the invoking of the Federal Court

was very seldom really neces-sary ; and it often assumed the

nature of an appeal when one party had failed to secure their

objective before the State tribunal. This Court was composed

of a single High Court Judge ; a rumour gained currency that

the President was prone to grant increases, and his Court

became very popular. It certainly provided disputants with

a second chance by way of appeal, but was not in the

interests of expedition.

Another novel experiment was the attempt to supersede

the practical determination of industrial troubles through a
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body of exportii by trannferrinj? tlie jurindicti<)n to laomlierH
of P»rli*ment. In the year 1906 the Federal l'«rliament
paused what wan nominally an Excise Act, inipoHinif certain
heavy duties on agricultural ma<.hinLry which waM manufac-
tured within the Commonwealth, and conferrinjj upon the
manufacturer the right to a rebate if it was proved to the
Court, or ' to the satisfaction of the members of each House ',

that he was paying his workers a reiwonablo wage. The High
Court, however, was invokcil an<l declared the Act null and .

void as an interference with the interna! conditions of tnule
of the State, over which the Commonwealth under the Consti-
tution had no jurisdiction. It is unnecessary to emphasize
the danger of transferring to Parliament, in u democratic
country with an adult franchise, and where so many functions
are carried out by the State, the power to regulate the wages
of their supporters. The larger tht^ number of workers who
come within the purview of this power the greater will be
their influence by pressure upon tlie Parliament of the day.
In the interest of the community perhaps it is fortunate that
this measure was declared to l)e iillra viren.

With regard tc industrial arbitration in the future it is
practicable, at the same time interesting in view of possible
developments in this country, to deiluce a few leading pro-
pasitions as a guide fo the framiii^^ jf industrial tribuu* i

,

(1) Such tribunals should be composed of experts and
practical men, representing both employer and employee,
with a chairman who is firm but conciliatory. By these
means the hearing of disputes will be short-ened, extravagant
claims will be excluded, the determination of practical men
will carry moral weight with the parties, and will be of great
value in formulating public opinion, whicli must always in
the future play an influential part in the settlement of
industrial disturbances.

(2) Such tribunals should be permanent, that is to say
always available in case of emergency. Just as a fire brigade
can be summoned at once to extinguish a threatened confla-
gration, so these Boards should, in case of need, meet on short
notice to deal with disputes that threaten to become serious.

c2
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(3) To secure the above objects of expert knowledge and

prompt action, it follows that a Board should be appointed

for every substantial trade.

(4) It is essential that these tribunals shall be free from

political influence of any kind. They should be granted

independence of action within the limits of their powers, and

the Government should support them and vindicate their

authority. The wider the franchise the more difficult it is

for any Ministry to intervene in trade disputes nowadays

and do justice even to themselves. Every Government is

bound to provide by law for a living wage, for the protection

of women and child labour, and to ensure adequate machinery

for prompt and impartial determination of disputes in indus-

trial life. Beyond that as far as possible it should keep aloof.

(5) I have come to the conclusion, after a long personal

experience, that the introduction of penalties, either in the

form of imprisonment or of fine, is an illusory protection. If

the organizations concerned are reasonable and imbued with

a spirit of obedience to the spirit and letter of the law, neither

imprisonment nor any other sanction is necessary. On the

other hand, if the organization is strong, aggressive, and

unreasonable, the threat of fine or imprisonment will not

be a deterrent. I say this deliberately, as I was occupied

for many years in Australia in endeavouring to test the

efficacy of J- gal compulsion, and I have come to the conclusion

that other methods must l)e applied in order to secure

obedience.

For many years in the north of England wages in the iron

trades were regulated by a voluntary committee of employers

and employees, but gradually the relations of goodwill and

mutual trust have disappeared, and a sense of antagonism

and suspicion has developed. It is unnecessary to apportion

the blame or analyse the cause, as both parties must share

in the responsibility for this change of attitude, which,

unfortunately, has spread far beyond the boundaries of the

United Kingdom. The great problem in the future is to

establish again a relationship which will be conciliatory

rather than antagonistic, and the parties mur cultivate
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a spirit of mutual confidence, a sense of identity of interest^

and a deeper knowledge of economic problems. If they are

content to be guided by these principles, then common sense

and good faith will ensure the settlement of grievances

without any legal coercion. T^; ,nlv 'Urection in which

compulsion can be seriously uitcmpted ir. 'o insist that

no strikes or lock-outs shall t .'-ze place unt: the matter in

dispute has been previously i>^^feircd to .sc ue tribunal for

adjustment. This procedure is open to >.'i. ',ame danger that

an organization may feel sufficiently strong to strike rather

than arbitrate. That is a risk which must be faced, but

experience has shown that preliminary conciliation or arbi-

tration is a very potent factor for peace. The opportunity

for discussion discloses new poiuts of view. Delay tends ta

cool hot heads, and ventilation of the facts helps to crystallize

public opinion. Just as the new-born League of Nations is

based upon the obligation to refrain from war until the

grievance has been referred to the Council of t^e Nations, so

the great industrial interests should be induced to adopt the

same course. But if deliberation and voluntary arbitration

lead to no result, it is scarcely to be hoped that the mere

threat of penalties will restrain large bodies of men, whether

of industrialists or militarists, if they feel strong enough to

defy the law and public opinion.

The general result of the work of these tribunals in

Australia has been an increase in wages or shortening of

hours, but naturally with the higher wage and increased

price for material the cost of all production has been greatly

inflated. The employer invariably passes on to the public

the increased cost so incurred, and the worker finds that he,

as one of the consumers, is called upon from his increased

wage to meet a much heavier bill for food, housing, and
clothing. Then in turn the workers claim further increases

to meet the higher cost of living. Any added cost is then

again passed on to the public, and the industrial world travels

in a vicious circle until a point is reached at which it is not

practicable to increase wages any more. The trade unions

in Australia, apparently having reached this stage, put forward
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a new proposal—that whilst they should be allowed to retain

their extra wages and shortened hours, some limit should be
placed upon the ever-rising cost of living and production
generally, and the Government were called upon to fix a
maximum price for all those commodities which play a part
in maintaining a household. This novel policy was put to

the practical test for the first time in Australia just at the
outbreak of the war, but the results were not encouraging.
On one occasion, from the prevalence of a dry season, the
production of butter was reduced, and the cost tlirough the
scarcity correspondingly advanced ; the Government inter-

vened and declared a maximum. The dairyman now had
the option of selling his butter at the reduced price or his

stock to the canning factories at a figure more profitable

than could be obtained for butter under these new conditions.

He naturally followed the path of self-interest. In conse-
quence, the dairy farm to a large extent ceased to operate,
and it soon became almost impassible to obtain butter at any
price. To provide for this new situation the Government
were compelled to purchase butter outside the State and meet
this pressing want ; but it was found that to avoid making
a loss on the re-sale it would ' c necessary to fix a price for
butter in excess of the maximum previously declared. The
Ministry were in a dilemma either of advancing the price
above their own maximum in order to save loss or to sell at
the maximum declared price and make the taxpayer bear the
loss. They put the burden on the taxpayer, but withdrew
the fixed price for butter in the future. Shortly afterwards
this experiment was repeated with ecjually unsatisfactory

eonse(iuenees with regard to wheat, and thus the old economic
law was confirmed that the trader will always seek the
avenue which brings him in the best results. History only
repeated itself, for as far back as the days of the French
Revolution, when the vast upheaval of political institutions
led to dislocation of production and prices soared high, there
was a tiei-ce clamour for reducing the cost of living; and
although the authorities endeavoured to check profiteering
by fixing prices, yet the result was a diversion of industry
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and production to other channels, and before many months

had elapsed the same pu )Hc were clamouring for a -epeal

of these restrictions and a return to the normal conditior of

supply and demand. In this country the experience of price-

fixing during the war has been more successful, but it must
be remembered that the great body of the public was patriotic

and submitted to these limitations and endeavoured by self-

sacrifice to contribute to the common welfare of the nation.

A few, however, refused to be restrained, and their influence

had a bad effect in raising prices elsewhere, and although

the Government had succeeded in fixing a maximum price for

most commodities, and thus prevented extravagant advances,

yet it is generally conceded that the prices fixed not only

greatly increased the burden of the consumer, but were high

enough to give the profiteer a veiy liberal margin on his

operations. It may be safely asserted that artificial machinery

cannot regulate the laws of supply and demand. No producer

will continue to ongage in a business that yields an insufficient

profit, and his freedom of action cannot be controlled. The
only method of applying the policy of price-fixing with any
prospect of success is that whereby the State becomes the

owner of all commodities, wl.ere there are no middlemen, the

producers all being employees and subject to the directions

of the Government; but the world is scarcely ripe for this

experiment.

In New South Wales during recent years protests became
frequent against the rents charged, especially against the

owners of houses occupied by the workers and persons with
small incomes. The awards of the Arbitr»-^:on Courts had
led to an increase in the cost of building materials and the

labour required for construction. Inevitably, if the rents

went up to a figure which left only a reasonable commercial
profit, the rise was substantial. The Government of the day
met this difticulty in two ways. One was by erecting a
nu»nber of houses at the expense of the State. The cost of

the land was nominal, the houses were built on hygienic lines,

and the rent asked was on a commercial basis; but it was
found that the figures so quoted were quite beyond the means

m
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of the olara for whom the buildinj^s were intended, and tl

were occupied by a section of the couiraunity of a hig .

social yrade. The otlier scheme was the establishment of
a Cowrt to regulate rents. The machinery was simple and
intended to be expeditious, and for their guidance and the
protection of the landlords the tribunals were enjoined by
statute to secure to the owner a cert<iin minimum return
upon njoney expended. On the whole this Court gave
limited satisfaction, for although in some instances the rents
were reduced, it was found that but a small iHjrcentage of
claims which came before the Court represented an unfair
rent by the landlonl. The problem still remains ansolved.
With the increased cost of ialiour and materials, if the builder
of a new house cannot secure a reasonable return on his
money, house-building will be discouraged, the demand will
exceed the supply, and the scarcity will probably result in
still higher rents. On the other hand, if the rent tixed is

sufficient to encounvge investment in house property, then
the figure will be so high as to create disappointment amttngst
the working classes, and a clamour for further State inter-
ference. However, there is a scarcity of houses throughout
the allied countries on account of the cessation of construction
during the war, and the present emergency must be tided
over. A propasal of the British Government to meet the
present emergency may help to solve the difficulties for the
time being, but involves the taxpayer indirectly or directly
in making good the difference l)etween a fair interest upon
the cost of the building and the actual rent charged to the
occupant. This emergency treatment may solve the present
house difficulty, but the policy is dangerous if made perma-
nent, and may lead to extraordinary results if the difference
between the cost of production and the price paid by the
consumer is to be always borne by the taxpayer.
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STATE UNDERTAKINGS AND FINANCE

No account of tho industrial and social experiments of
Australia will be complete without reference to the large part
played by the State in the construction and control of public
works and public utilities. State Socialism had made few
friends in this country prior to the war, but the exigencies of
the last four years have placed all the great sources of national
energy under the control of the people, and to-day State
Socialism is not regarded with the same horror as a fe'v years
ago. But the prosperity of the United Kingdom having been
built up by the competition and resources of individual enter-
prise, such interests naturally resist the intrusion of State
ownership or control. In Australia, however, without the
active intervention of the State, internal development for
many years would have been impossible and progress would
have been terribly handicapped. At the beginning of the
nineteenth century Australia was a vast territory, undeveloped
and with a population of not more than 1,000 white people.
It was essential to open up the interior by means of railways
and roads, and to provide for the health of the community by
water conservation and sewerage works. No private person
would have undertaken the risks involved in construction
with no prospect of a profitable return in the future. The
State was, therefore, at the outset compelled to step in and
finance these necessary undertakings. Subsequently, as popu-
lation increased and trade and commerce expanded, it was
thought desirable to control all public utilities and enterprises
which tended to grow into a monopoly, and more especially
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those which cater for the ordinary requirements of daily life,

such as ga«, water, and electricity. Thus by far the greater

portion of the railways, tramways, and water conservation

works in Australia «.re owned and controlled by the State.

Such control has been extended gradually over other public

utilities, and the time has now come when the question should

be asked whether State ownership has justified itself.

In theory the State should be able to carry out these works

more efficiently than private enterprise, for the following

reasons:

(«) The State organization and resources are stronger

than any coml>iiiaLion of individuals, and this should lead to

cheapening the cost of operations.

(6) A.s the State does not look for profit, the items which

the private contractor charges against the risk of failure (and

for which he is paid, although no loss has been sustained)

need not be entertained.

(c) Such profit as results to the State should be applied

in reducing the charges of transport or consumption to the

public rather than increa.sing dividends.

((/) State enterprise excludes the middleman, who is often

a cause of increased cost to the consumer.

(e) Under wise administration the wasteful competition

of private enterprise is eliminated.

Whilst these may be set down as the advantages of StJite

ownership, there are, on the other hand, manifest dangers

which, it uncontrolled, may lead to failure

:

(1) The intrusion of political influence. This may be

coupled with the danger of a huge Civil Service. The more
the Government (as the employer of labour) is influenced by

political considerations and the fear of losing popularity with

the electors, the greater the temptation to make concessions

which will win support, but may also make the enterprise

unprofitable. Moreover, the greater the number ot supporters

the greater the pressure that can be exercised, and it is

notorious that if the workers l)ecome undisciplined they will
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set their own pace of labour. That the Government should
cut down wages or withdraw concessions is practically un-
heard of, yet we know such a course is compulsory under
adverse conditions.

(2) The greater danger is the falling off in the efficiency

of labour. That this is going on in this country is manifested
by comparing our statistics with the figures of the United
States of America and Geruiany regarding inter alia the
output per unit of iron and steel and coal. We know, unfor-
tunately, that the doctrine of ' go slow ' is widely preache<l,

based on tie mistaken belief that the slower the work of the
individual the greater the number of hands required to complete
an operation. The policy of ' go slow ' is believed to be the
antidote to unemployment, and, needless to say, where political

influence is operative the efficiency of labour at once dis-

appears.

Australia has always been alive to the danger of political

influence. In the early days when the State undertook the
cost of constructing railways and other public works much
speculation existed as to the route of future railways. Of
necessity the number of lines must be limited in a new
country, and it would be an immense advantage to the indi-

vidual in business to be located within reach of the railway
system. Moreover, the advent of rail conmiunication with
the sea-coast would largely increase the values of adjacent
lands. Thus there was busy speculation in purchasing land
in anticipation of a railway being sanctioned to this or ^hat
neighbourhood, and representations were made and pressure
was brought to bear upon the Government with respect to
rival routes, the terminal points, and the various stopping-
places upon the route. When pressure of this character was
exercised within the walls of Parliament there was a tempta-
tion to placate supporters in return for past favours or to win
over an uncertain vote, and it must be admitted that some
railways have been rightly condemned as being unjustifiable
on business grounds and the outcome of political pressure.
To safeguard the community against such abuses several
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conditiona have been laid down to ensure railway construc-

tion being carried out upon its merits as a means of most

effectually developing the State. For instance

—

(1) Before any work could be adopted a preliminary

investigation was essential by some authorized public

authority.

(2) In the event of the investigation being favourable to

the scheme it was necessary to further secure approval by

a vote in both Houses of Parliament.

To make the work of inquiry satisfactory it should be

carried out by persons who are qualified for their work

and impervious to outside influences. Some States sanction

Boards of this character, others entrust investigation to a

committee consisting of members of Parliament. Just a.s

an individual Minister finds it hard to resist the pressure

of advocates of rival routes, so perhaps in a less degree the

members of the legislature are liable to the pressure of politi-

cal supporters. At times, indeed, a railway may be approved

of which favours the Parliamentary minority in order to

facilitate approval for a doubtful railway which is of value

to the party in power. The same danger exists again when

the proposals are submitted to the vote of Parliament for final

approval. In short, these provisions above-mentioned are a

decided check on political influence, but they fail entirely to

eliminate it.

When the public work had thus undergone the ordeal of

public criticism it was carried out by private contractors ufter

competition by tender. The desire of the Government, no

doubt, was to encourage, so far as practicable, private enter-

prise, at the same time to free themselves from the inherent

difficulties attaching to the employment of labour by the

Crown on a large scale. For many years this practice con-

tinued, but it eventually led to abuses owing to the large in-

crease of cost entailed by the payment of contractors' claims

for ' extras '. This was the result of the loose manner in

which specifications were drafted, and of which the contractor

took advantage, whilst the taxpayer was called upon to bear
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the burden of large claima in excess of the original contract

price. It was decided, in consequence, many years ago lO

abandon the system of contract and carry out these works

b> • day labour ' under Government control. The success of

this new system, of course, depended upon the eflRciency of the

supervision, but the authority of the superviHors became
undermined through political pmssure. Men were placed in

employment who were unsuitable in the first instance, and
those who had been discharged through unfitness were re-

instated against the wish of the supervisor through political

influence. In this way discipline failed, inefficiency sprang

up, and the cost of construction advanced by leaps and bounds.

It is practicable to carry out Government works by the em-
ployment of • day labour ' if the officials in control are allowed

a free hand in the engagement, control, and dismissal of work-
men. This has been demonstrated by the Railway Commis-
sioners of New South Wales, who are an independent body
free from outside pressure administering the State asset

;

but where works are carried out directly under ministerial

authority efficiency and discipline have been the exception

rather than the rule.

As time went on various Governments attempted to expand
the field of State undertaking. As the Crown had become
a large employer of labour it was argued that they should

have direct control of material necessary for construction.

A number of works of this character were established

between 1910 and 1917 in the ifferent States of Australia,

covering establishments for material for building as well as

various it«m8 of food supply. In these cases the Government
entered into competition with operations already in existence.

There were no injurious combines to overcome, but in order

to justify the policy to the tax-payer the price charged
was neces-sarily less—though only slightly—than that de-

manded by private suppliers. Consequently any laxity in

discipline or efficiency was soon manifested by a loss instead
of a profit. In New South Wales between the years 1911
and 1917 the net refiults of the operation of sixteen diflferent

i
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undertaking^ of this character amounted to a loiw of

£20,00().

Just a8 in con-struction so in the administration of Govern-
ment Departments political interference should be avoided.

Experience shows that if a strike does take place in a Govern-
ment establishment ministerial intervention is enforced and
a concession made to the striker. The Government position

is always difficult. If the Minist y resist the demands,
votes may be imperilled ; if they yield, discipline may be

threatened.

Where the State is the largest employer of labour and the

franchise is adult, any action of the Government which dis-

plea-sed the employee might be resisted not only through the

weapon of the strike immediately, but punished at the ballot-

box when the general election takes place. Hence, while

the State should be prompt to supply machinery for the

regulation of industrial conditions in all branches of employ-
ment, the E.xecutive should, as far as possible, leave the

responsibility of actual administration to trusted bodies

outside the a'cr, of political pressure. In all the States of

Australia thi. management of the great public utilities, such

as railways, water conservation, and the control of harbours,

is vested in bodies of commissioners, varying in number
from one to three, who are appointed for a long term of

years and can only be removed by a vote of both Houses of

Parliament.

Whilst such independent powers of control are vested with
a large amount of discretion, they are eventually amenable
to Parliament ; and to the Executive is reserved the power of

vetoing any decision of a board if they are satisfied the

occasion justifies such action. Moreover, Parliament or the

Ministry are entitled to lay down the general policy which
the individual department or board must conform to.

In the United Kingdom direct ministerial responsibility

and control have always been maintained, and any proposed
chan<'e is likely to be resisted. Hitherto the system may
have worked smoothly because the amount of political
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preNHure that can be exerted hiut not I teen very great owing

to the limitation of the franchiHe ; hut let it be understood

that an the area of State interference and employment 1«

extended, and an the franchise is widened, a threat force is

he'iDji created, powerful enough to Heal the fate of luiy

Ministry

.

The policy of State ownerHhip, and nationalisation generally,

han always been a loading feature on the platfonn of the

political Labour Pa. ty in Australia. In ho far as protection

18 afforded to the worker againnt Hweating and for a full

opportunity of obtaining a fair wage and enjoying reasonable

conditions of life, all Huctions of politicH are in agreement,

but still a claim is made for nationalization.

The policy of the trade union, which may be praiseworthy

in itself, is to help the workman who, through competition,

is out-classed by the man who is naturally his superior. To
help the weaker under the Hysteni of private ownership the

output of the better workman must lie reduced and, con-

sequently, his wages must Ihj limitetl. This objective is

aimed at by two methods

:

(1) Substitution of a fixed daily wage for conti-act work or

payment by results.

(2) Compulsory limitation by an internal committee of the

trade of the amount of output, e.g. of the coal he can protluce,

or the number of bricks he can lay in the specified time.

The owners, of course, resist these claims^ and the idea preva-

lent amongst the workers is that, if the State Ixicame the owner
of industrial operations and the workers enjoyed the necessary

voting power, the State could then be induced to adopt the

system of the daily wage, or, at all events, be less insistent

on a fair day's work and a fair day's wage. It is very certain

that if it became effective the incentive to hard work would
be destroyed, the ambition of the zealous man would 1)6

stifled, laziness would be encouraged, and the general standard

of eflliciency fatally undermined.

What then has been the result of State control in Australia
of public utilities 'i

I';

1 ;

'n

^4!
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Taking the figures for the year 1016, the laat available

statistical yar, of the

Railtroy* and Trammi))$ o/tht Six Statti of Au$traU».

CapiUicoit . X214,4«e,664

QroH revenue .

GroM working expeniei

Net revenue

Interest payable

Deficit

X24,8«5,816

17,969,M1

Xe.40S,«&6

7.845,062

Xl,439,407

The finances of the railway and tramway system, however,

have been dislocated by the pressure of war conditions, and

although the last available figures show an unsatisfactory

shortage on the year's operations of all the States, yet the

returns for each of the three years prior to the outbreak of

war show the following surplus, viz.

:

1911-12 1,106.257

1912-13 530,911

1918-14 683,849

Needless to say these State undertakings have been carrid

out by borrowed money and the practice is well established.

Consequently, the public debt of t'e Australian States, quite

apart from the Commonwealth war debt, represents a large

sum, and on that ground people who do not understand the

position find fault v.'ith the policy of State control.

For some time post the repeated borrowings of the

Australian States on the money market have been the subject

of comment ; and the varioUH Governments are accused of

extravagance, because (it is said) frequent borrowings are an

indication of instability on the part of the borrower and in-

security to the lender.

The position of Australian States, however, is unique in

respect of loan moneys. The individual, as a rule, borrows

money because he is impecunious and has wasted his assets.

The National Debt of the United Kingdom, again, has been

built up by the purchase of war munitions which are blown

into thin air, and there is no tangible security ; the product is

made to be destroyed, and repayment is dependent upon the
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taxable reaourccH of the people. The AuHtralian State Loans,
liowever. are transferred into a ptirmanont security, and they
offer one of the safest investments in the wt>rld, l>ccau«e—

1. These loan moneys are used to construct public works
which are owned by the State.

'2. These woiks are directly revenue pnMhicinjj.

3. The construction of such works \h only possible after
public incjuiry and |)errniHsive resolution of both
Houses of ParliariH'iit.

4. In addition to the security of State assets is the govern-
mental power of taxation.

3. Some States have adopted a statutory Sinkin;,' Fun.l.

In some (piarters criticism is directed still u>,'ainst the
State's policy of undertiiking public works. This practice
WAH inevitable in respect of railway construction.

Occasionally, no doubt, loan moneys w(;re applied to et-rtJiin

non-productive public works, such as court-houses, jails, arid
scluwls, Jiut that policy hits been terminated, and iiivariably
in recent times ail such non-productive works have iMcn
cmstructefi out of revenue. Bi- it remembered that loan
moneys have never been diverted to the payment of salaries
"! the ordinary maintenance of departnients of State.
The publi«! works of the six States as a whole are ab|.^

to m.-et workmjj expenses frcin revenue and pay interest
"11 tiie capital e.vpei.d. d. Admittedly a railway opening up
Mfw country to en«>uraj,'e settlement does not l)ecoMu-
unniediately n.fifc.l.l, l,ut th<' older estiibiished projects pay
iuind.somely ;,iid mv let -urpius of the railway systems of
<h<- Ooinmonw«ii«u - as-an-d. The ^urplus revenue mijiht
'» r.>pre.sent.-i m «»ui lar^jer figures than luv actually shown,
lK:c.tu.se, itua«ar!> k* 5h«-s, utilities are State owned, thJ

iliC} IS to .tpph feHiy arue surplus in reduction of rates
u.i ^aaj3rB!« m tm _-<-ntTT»i public who make use of them.
her-iOK;. tiif trtB«=ia»ents are content if the accounts show
en u ^niai sKnikus afxer saying working expenses .md

• ilerrsit;.
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The following table will show the healthy position of the

six States of Australia with regard to the expenditure of loan

moneys.

Up to June 30, 1916, the public debt of the aiz States was £357,291,411.

The loan money has been expended as follows

:

1. Railways and Tramwayb . 214,466,664. 6002

2. Telegraphs and Telephones . 4,161,922. 116

3. Water Supply and Sewerage 47,665,073. 13-34

4. Harbours and Rivers 23,415,982. 6-55

5. Immigration .... 3,957,986. Ml ^s

6. Advance to Settlers . 4,881,236. 137 c

7. Land purchases for settlement . 8,083,215. 2-26
' %

8. Loans to Local Bodies 5,824,662. 163
9. Rabbit-proof fences . 733,149. 0-21

o'

10. Mines development . 2,070,238. 0-58
re"

11. Defence 2,389,782. 0-67

12. Roads and Bridges 10,307,031. 2-89

13. Public Buildings 14,863,821. 4-16

14. Other Public Works and Purposes 14,470,645. 405

It will be seen that items 1, % 3, and 4 total £289,709,640.

All these item.s represent public works directly yieldin;;

revenue. Items 3 to 10 total £25,550,486. Of these items

6, 7, 8, and 9 represent money lent, the repayment of which

is adequately secured. Items 5 and 10 represent the expen-

diture of money for the purpose of increasing general

pi-oductivity of the States. The total of items 11, 12, and 13

is £27,560,634. Although these are not directly revenue

producing they represent an asset of a substantial nature:

but, as said before, the cost of such works is now derivinl

from ordinary revenue. There remains item 14. It is not

clear to what extent such works are revenue producin;.'.

but—assuming they ai-e not—the total of loan money e.\-

pended on works which are non-productive comprised in

items 11, Vi, 13, and 14, represents 11-77 per cent, of the

total.

Turning now to New South Wales in particular. Thi-

great State has been the subject of criticism because of the
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size of her debt and the frequency of her loans. But the
iwsition is very sound. The total public debt to June 30,
1916, wad £132,512,462, which has been expended in the
following manner:

1. Railways and Tramways .

2. Telegraphs aad Telephones
3. Water Supply and Sewerage
4. Harbours and Rivers ,

5. Immigration

6. Advance to Settlers .

7. Land Purchases for settlement
8. Loans for Local Bodies

9. Rabbit-proof fences .

10. Roads and Bridges

11. Defence ....
12. Public Buildings

13. Other Public Works and Purposes

Applying the same criticism as adopted above with regaiil
to the six States, the maximum expenditure that can be
urged against works of a non-productive character comprised

i
in items 10 to 13 would be £11,390,977, or 8-59 per cent.
of the total public debt of the State of New South Wales.

Further, taking individual services. The figures with
regard to New South Wales Government railways up to
year 1914—the last normal year unaffected by the war-
are as follows:

Gross revenue £7,742,241
Gross working expenses .... 5,409,820

Net revenue 2,332,421
Interest payable 2,123,054

Surplus for 1914 £209,367

82,041,937. 61-91

1,761,844. 1.33

. 22,340,197. 16-86

13,792,743. 10-41

569,930. 0.43

67,155. 0-05

489,000. 0-37

6,853. 0-01

51,826. 004

1,835,940. 1-39

1,457,536. 110
7,410,855. 5.59

es 686,646. 0-51

The operations of the Government tramways for the y
1914 are as follows:

ear

Gross revenue £1,934,164
Gross working expenses .... 1,669,033

Net revenue ....
d2

-

y

£265,131
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The net earnings on the tramways capital cost recently are

as follows

:

1914 .... 3-47%

1915 .... 4-70%

1916 .... 4-76%

The accounts of the water and sewerage works are as

follows

:

1915. Gross revenue .

Working expenses

Net rcTenue

Interest payable

J£882,161

310,892

571,869

474,408

Surplus for 1915 £96,861

The public debt of the six States is £72 198. 7d. per head.

The debt of New South Wales is £70 68. per head. These

figures at first sight seem alarming, but consider the assets.

Australia will have raised in the space of three years, within

her own borders, at least £180,000,000 for war purposes,

of which the New South Wales contribution is more than

one-third. The deposits of the Saving Banks of the States

und Commonwealth in 1915-16 were £96,998.645, which

represents nearly £20 per head. The deposits in the Savinjrs

Bank of New South Wales in the same year were £37,363,272,

representing an increa.se of 100 per cent, in the course of

seven years.

The value of production of the six States of Australia

in 1915 was as follows:

Agriculture

Pastoral .

Dairy

Forestry and Fisheries

Mines

Manufactures .

£73,769,000

65.607,000

21,156,000

5,777,000

22,397,000

62,883,000

£251,589,000

These, of course, represent an enormous growth in the course

of the last ten yeai-s. What pro.spect would there have been of

production attaining the.se gratifying results if the State had

not stood sponsor for the construction of public works and
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land development ? Where would the Old Country have been

if she had not been helped with products from Australia

during the period of the war? Where is the evidence of

instability or insecurity in these magnificent figures ?

I am impelled to make this statement, because I realize

that many people do not understand the Australian debts

question, but the investor who does can congratulate himself

on holding one of the best securities in the world. I am not
a servile supporter of State Socialism. Its unwise application

is mischievous. To apply it wisely is extremely difficult, but,

in the peculiar circumstances which handicap young unex-
plored countries, to the credit and resources of the organized

State we must look for developmental work on a large scale.

t

M

*:|
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CONSTITUTION

Abolt the same time that the Auie»ican Colonies threw
otr tl:eir allegiance to the British Government, the territory

of New Holland in the Southern Pacific was acquired, and
thereon the British flag was hoisted. Although the loss of

territory in America was thus made good, yet the people
of the United Kingdom, after the unfortunate experience in

colonial government, were somewhat averse to take on new
responsibilities in the southern seas. It was proposed in

some quarters that New Holland migiit be made available
as a liorae for those American colonists who had remained
loya! to King George during the War of Independence. The
Government, however, were not inclined to encourage this,

and the loyalists found a haven of rest in what is now the
13ominion of Canada. America, however, had been utilized

for the transportation of convicts, and when that channel had
l>een closed through the Declaration of Independence, the
places of detention in Great Britain l>ecame congested through
the accumulation of a class of prisoners who had previously
l)een compelled to travel overseas. It occuned, therefore,

to the authorities that Australia might be utilized for the
continuation of this policy. On Dec. 6, 1786, by Oi-der in

Council, the territory of New South Wales, or the eastern

IMirt of New Holland, was set apart for transportation pur-

Ijoses. and in the following year Phillip was appointed
Governor of this possession.

Geographically speaking, the area of territory included
in the Order in Council comprised the whole of Australia east
of the 135th meridian, with the adjacent islands. Tasmania
was included at that time within the boundaries, and New
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Zealand was also treated as a Protectorate. In 1827 the
western boundary of the Colony was extended to the 129th
meridian. Thus New South Wales comprised practically tlie

whole of that part of the Continent which lies to the east
of the boundary line of West Australia.

As the purpose of the proclamation was the establishment
of a penal colony, the powers conferred upon the Governor
were naturally of a wide and disciplinary nature. At first

Phillip was vested with the authority of a benevolent auto-
cracy, his power being co-extensive witii his own elastic

discretion, subject to recall in the event of making serious

mistakes. By degrees these powers were curtailed, and he
•-hared the responsibility of administration with a nominated
legislative council. So matters continued for a number of
years; eventually the legislative council of New South
Wales became -.v part elective, and claimed certain powers
of legislation afs well as administration.

The task, however, of administering this new country was
very great. Sydney was the centre of authority, but settle-

ments had grown up in the Port Phillip district to the south
and Moreton Bay district to the north (which areas are now
represented by Melbourne and Bristene.the capitals respectively
ot the States of Victoria and Queensland) at a distance of 500
01- 600 miles from Sydney. In those days of taixly develop-
ment communication was slow and tedious: the journey
overland was daugei-ous; there were only imperfect tracks
winding through the virgin forests, where dangers of various
kinds beset the traveller on his way. As invariably happens,
local interest and the sense of local patriotism made themselves
felt in these distant scattered settlements, and a feeling of

Joilousy was engendered against Sydney being the common
centre through which these various districts were to be
controlled. The spirit of discontent grew, and was fanned
almost to a flanie by the apparent disregard of the centralized

officials in Sydney of the wants and aspirations of the distant

settlements.

The demand for decentralization thus became active. In
1H:25 Tasmania had separated from the system of government
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upon the mainland. In 1829 Western Australia was pro-

claimed a Crown Colony. In 1836 South Australia was also

proclaimed a Colony.

In the early fifties the discovery of j,'old in Victoria hii<l

led to an influx of population and a more insistent demand
for decentralization. For some time, however, these claims

for separate government received no attention at the hands
of the Colonial Office ; but the Victorians brought matters to

a ? in a unique manner. At that time Port Phillip

returned six members as representatives of the district in

the Legislative Council sitting? in Sydney. They at this

juncture, by way of protest, returned as memliers six persons

who were then Cabinet Ministers in the British Government,
and residing in England. This unprecedented action aroused
the attention of the Imperial authorities, and before long the

plea of decentralization was given effect to by dividin"'

the original territory of New South Wales into the three

colonies of Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria, and
to each was accorded a liberal measure of responsible govern-
ment.

The separation of Victoria from the parent State is memor-
able for the form of union propounded by Earl Grey, who
was then Secretary of State for the Colonies, The goveminj,'

idea with him was unification rather than decentralization.

The various districts had developed their own local sentiment
and a difference in products and manufactures, and it was
feared by that statesman that separation into districts woui<l

involve the establishment of customs barriers with antagonistic

tariffs likely to impede the progress of the territory as a
whole. He put forward a proposal which included inter alia

machinery for convening a general assembly representing the

various districts with a uniform tariff". The scheme failed

to materialize because agreement amongst the various sections

of the community could not be achieved ; but the attitude of

the people was of interest, inasmuch as the same arguments
were presented half a century later when the problem of

federation became a live issue. To the proposals of Earl

Grey the inhabitants of New South Wales (as we now know

I I
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It) were favouniblc. but they stipulated that the paramount
claims of that portion of the Colony should be recog; ized
m the new form of Government. However, the other districts
showetl opposition, because they feared the preponderatinrr
influence of Sydney and its thickly populated area. It was
pomtetl out, moreover, that the pursuits of each Colony mas
1m; dissimilar, as they were shut off one from the other by
the barrier of dist^mce and difficulty of communication, and,
conseciuently, it w.is not practicable to obtain uniformity in
tarin legislation.

Whilst the local people failed to agree, through jealousy
and unconlinned suspicion, they were united in their general
attitude of protest against the endeavour of the Home
Government to force upon the Colonies, who were struggling
for self-government, a cut-and-dried Imperial .scheme. The
attitude of the Colonial Office hatl for some time been less
than sympathetic. The official relations were strained, an.l
the people resented what appeared to be another attempt
to govern them by the machinery of Downing Street. There
was, however, no pressing reason for union at that time, and
the proposiil was eventually abmdoned. The controversy
reveals a distinct parallel to the objections raised agjiinst
federation and a closer union in later yeai-s. The real diffi-
culties were inherent at the outset, namely, the preponderanc-
ot x\ew South Wales in population, wealth, and influence, and
the fear on the part of the younger Colonies of their bein-
hopelessly absorbetl in any form of closer union.
Within the next thirty years attempts were made from

tiii.f t<. time by far-sighted leaders of public opinion to
establish some form of general union. There was no special
stmiulus to activity, little interest was excited, and these
efforts produced no results. The first substantial advanci-
which ultimately developed into federation occurred in the
yiar 1883. For some time prior to this date the German
l:.inpire had by various means penetrated the Pacific, and
«n alarming rumour became current that a German annexa-
twn ot New Guinea was about to take place. The obvious
dangers arising from the establishment of an alien power

m

W
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at the very threshold of the continent aroused the people

uf Australia, and the Queensland Ministry' took prompt action

tu anticipate any (ierinan annexation by hoisting the British

flag in New Guinea.

The Colonial Office exhibited a want of sympathy and

vetoed what, in the light of later years, we must regard aa

a far-seeing act of statesmanship. Germany, however, who
felt the growing oppoHition of colonists in the Pacific, and

was encouraged by the indifferent attitude exhibited by the

Colonial Office, secured in the year 1884 a large portion «)f

northern New Guinea. Tl-.is action brought into prominence

the hopft'esii ss of Australia in the event of foreign aggres-

sion. The Continent was divided into six self-governing

ureas, each supreme in its own jurisdiction, but possessing

no lx)nd of union for purposes of common interest or self-

protection. The question of defence became urgent, and in

response to a popular demand a States conference was shortly

afterwards held in Sydney. The outcome of this was the

iirst Federal Council. The scheme, although valuable as tlie

basis for uniform action when matters arose affecting general

interests, laboured under the inherent defect that the Council

cuuld exercise no control over revenue or expenditure, nor

had it the power to enforce its decisions upon its members.

However, it was regai-ded as a distinct step in advance, and

ail the States, except New South Wales, addressed Her

Majesty, praying that the Bill as drafted might be passed

into law. At this time Sir Henrj' Parkes was Prime Ministm-

of New South Wales. He happened to be in England whilst

tlie convention was sitting in Sydney, and on his return

to the Colony exhibited an attitude of strong opposition.

His antagonism has been attributed to jealousy. On the

other hand, his arguments were justified in the light of

experience. He claimed that the Federal Council was a mere

skeleton without the breath of life, and it was better to wait

until the time was ripe for a real federation of the Colonies.

However, the Imperial Parliament passed the Federal Council

Act in 1885, making it optional for the various States to

join in. Some few meetings were held which were not very
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fruitful in result, and before very long New South Wales
and New Zealand had each withdrawn. The Council finally
ceased to operate after 1899. The questitm of closer union
had been fairly launched and was a principle growing in
favour with the people of all the States. The difficulty was
to arrive at a common basis of agreement. From 1890 to
liXK) the further and final stages were passed through, which
resulted in the establishment of the Australian Common-
wealth. During that period the subject under^vent a thorough
discussion and analysis. In the first place, a convention of
delegates, elected by popular vote, met and framed a pro-
visional constitution. This document was next referred to
the Parliaments of the several States for discussion, and
amendments were forwarded for further consideration.
.Subsequent conventions were held, which discussed the pro-
luined alterations, and more than once their work was
tlireatened with a hopeless deadlock. Wise counsels, however,
[.revailed, compromise triumphed, and a workable scheme was
evolved and .-submitted to a referendum to the people of all
tlie States. Owing to the stipulations required by New
South Wales the first referendum vote, although resulting
in an actual affirmative majority, did not attain the minimum
fijjures required, and was, therefore, declared to Ije lost.
It had been agreed that Ijefore acceptance the draft con-
•stitution must be approved by a majority of the people in
Australia as well as by a majority of the States. The New
South Wales Parliament had demanded further that the
minimum 'yes' votes in their State should total 80,000, and
tliis was not secured. Yet the campaign discussion brought
to light certain matters that were objectionable, and an
opportunity was taken at a further conference of State
Premiers to secure modifications, and the Bill so altered was
• ventually carried into law at a second referendum. Thus,
after a long and tedious process, federation of the Australian
States was consummated. The Bill, which was moulded by
tlie direct opinion of the citizens in all its stages, might be
regarded as being much more a people's Bill than was the con-
stitution of either Canada or the Unites! States of America.

I 'I
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Although the majority of New South Wales voted in the

atKrmative, yet the constitution was accepted with many

misgivings, and in some respects these fears have been rcali/A'd.

The hostility of the parent State was very pronounceil.

It may lie appropriate shortly to summarize the grounili

of objection. The other five States, as they from time tn

time were grunted the status of responsible government,

embarked on a fiscal policy cf protective duties impose<l

originally for the purpose of encouraging local manufacturers.

The fiscal policy did produce the desired results, and in thi

course of a generation the local manufacturers were able to

supply all the wants of their home markets ; but they wen'

unable to export overseas owing to the prohibitive cost ol

freights, nor could they export to adjoining States on account

of the customs Iwtrriers which had Iwen from time to time

raised in order to exclude foreign countries.

Federation, of course, involvi^d the establishment of a

uniform tariff' for the Commonwealth. Thereby interstatf

barriere would Imj removed, and free trade within the Common-
wealth and extended markets to local manufacturers would

lie secured. As time went on the pressure for internal five

trade liecame very pronounced.

New South Wales was the only State which, after a ven

long period of years, had remained consistently free tradf.

The people of the State relied upon the richness of their

primary products, were content to export to the markets nl

the w^orld, and in return to receive manufactures free from

customs burdens and thus reduce the cost of living to a lowir

point than in any other State of the Continent. For lit-

velopniental pui-poses New South Wales could atford to .stAnil

alone, but the absence of customs barriers was of littlf

advantage to the sister Colonies, inasmuch as goods coul'i

bo imported overseas at a lower figure than those manufactured

elsewhere on the Continent.

It was inevitable under fedei"ation that the taritt' mu^t

be protectionist to meet the requirements of five of the .si.\

States, and there was every indication, if the policy was to

attract and encourage local industries, that the tarifi' iiiu<
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Ih3 high. Naturally, the people of New South Wales wore
Htrongly opposed to a syateni of fetleration which involved

the eroetion of these barriers a^^inst frueduni of external

trade and the consecjuent addition of heavy burdens on the

fieople. At the same time it was the oldest, most influential,

and most populouH State, and such a substantial contributor

to the taxation of the Commonwealth that the movement
could not be expected to succeed without it« {,'oodwill and
co-operation. Moreover, the necessity for defence was no
longer rogHrded with the same urgency as it was at the time
of the New Guinea scare, and it was argue<l that it wus ujore

|irudcnt to postpone federation until more light had been
tlirown upon the various problems and some of the existing

liitticulties had been solved. To the objection of the increased

Imrdens on the people the cry of the federalist was that the

net cost of Federal Government would not exceed 2«. 6d.

jKT head, or—as it was pithily expressed—less than the cost

of registering a dog. In the light of recent developments
it is interesting to compare the cost of Federal Government.
Tlie figures of Commonwealth expenditure for the year 1914
work out at £3 3». 5d. per head.

Much time and effort was devoted to the determination of

the form of gfjvemment to be adopted. The two models
of a Federal system at the time were the United States of

America and the Dominion of Canada. The fonuer was
directly federal in its character ; the latter approached unifi-

cation, and there is no doubt that the model of the United
States of America—which was finally approved—was the
licst compromise for giving efiect to the then ctinflicting

claims amongst the colonics in Australia. On the one
liand it was claimed that, inasmuch as the various Colonies
Were self-governing sovereign communities with plenary
powers within the limits of their jurisdiction, they should
only be called upon to surrender such of their powers of legis-

lation and administration as were essential to the central

IJovernment in respect of those matters in which it was best
titled to speak with the one voice for the various Colonies.
Kvery authority, other than those specifically conferred upon

, if

M
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the now Coinmonwealth, should remain with the SUtes. 'Hi..

Canadian conHtitutiun had Itoen framed under nomewhiu
different conditionn and the enablinjf Bill wn« largely ti,.

work of the Britinh Parliament, and herein converse reasonin-
applie<I. The Dominion Government is clothed with all thos,

powem that are not incon«lstent with the existence of a di^'ni-

fietl central Government, whilst only a few speciHe*! powers
were conferred upon the variouH provinces. Australia insistt-l

on maintaininjr the rights of th«' States, both hy giving speciiil

recognition to the House of the States or the Senate, as w.ll

as by limiting the powers conferral upon the central (Jovcrn-

ment. Thus the example of the Unit«d States has iHuti

closely followed. The Federal Government enjoys oxclusiv..

authority in respect of oefence, customs, post office, and foni^'n

relations, whilst the States retain full power to carry out tli.

work of internal development and the co itrol of such (nies-

tions as land settlement, railway construction and adminis-
tration, immigration, education, and public health. Each «•!

the two forms of Government enjoys sovereign powers in

respect of the matters committed to its charge, and the various

States of Australia are just as representative of Australinn
life in respect of their powers retained by them as is th.'

Commonwealth in respect of the powers conferred upon it.

No doubt this was the best compromise practicable undt r

the circumstances. Whether it is likely to be permanent will

be discussed hen«after. But whilst there are many peopl.-

who, even to-day, accept with misgivings the Federal com-
pact, there is a much larger Inxly of opinion inclined towards
complete unification. An attempt, in fact, had been made in

1894 to make unification as the basis of a central Government,
but at that time the proposal received very little support,.

The constitution has been so framed as to allow of a fnll

and unhampered expression of the people's will. The fran-

chise is conferred on all males and females at the age of

twenty-one. The adult franchise, indeed, is operative in the

State constitutions as well. The life of the House of Repre-
sentatives is limited to three years, and half the Senate
retires every three years; and, inasmuch as the tendency has
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lM>en for som.* tiui»- (HemiiiHt encoumjrin},' appeals to the country
•xcppt »t the Htatut<w7 intf'rvals, the life of Parlianient ;,'pii.«r-

ally runs for tlic full iutukI of thn-ti years.

Tho cflftence «)f the constitutional pact is a pi rinanent
F.>deral u.iion. The prcainlilo of the Act of the constitution
reciten that 'the people of the variouH Colonies have iijfreed

to unite in one in.lissolul.jo Fe<leral Commonwealth uinler the
Crown of the United Kin}r.lom of Cireat Britain and Irelun.l

and under the constitution lierel.y eHtablinhed '. The widest
opportunities, however, are attorded for amendments (»f the
charter by methfHls which, under the safejfuards provided, are
deemed to properly reflect the matured opinion <jf the ^^ople
and pn)tect the rights of the States. An alteration of the
constitution is secured in the followinij "innner. The pro-
\m&l law must first Im passed by an absolute majority of
each House of Parliament and submitted to the electors in
each State within si.x months of its pawMigo through Parlia-
ment. The electore vote ' yes ' or ' no ' upon the Bill us suIk
iiiitted to them, and if in the majority of the Stjites a majority
of the electors voting approve the projwsed law, and if, more-
over, the majority of tho electors voting also approve, it shall
lie presented to the Governor-General for the Royal a.s8ent
and forthwith Womes part of the Fwleral constitution. The
provision requiring a majority of votes in the majority of the
States is one of the many safegtiartls in favour of the smaller
States, to protect them against any change which might \>c

acceptable to the more populous but not in the interests of
the smaller. It might be exp«jcted th»it a (Government com-
manding a majority would be able to carry the people with
them in any alteration of the constitution that had been
sanctioned by Pariiament, yet experience has shown that
a constitutional change by means of a referendum is not easily
accomplished. Within the life of the Commonwealth votes
of this kind have been placed before people several times, and
the requisite majority has only been obtained on one occasion.
A change in the constitution can also Ije effectetl by the sur-
render in favour of the Commonwealth by any one or more
States of powers enjoyed by them, but the jurisdiction so
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conferred only affects the State or States who make the

surrender.

One of the most difficult questions in the scheme of the

Commonwealth has l)een the constitution of the Senate. TIk-

t'iirly conventions were all agreed th^t the Parliament should

be bicameral, and they likewise ugi-eed that the setioiid

Chaml)er should not be a nominee House ; but the difiKculty

at once arose that if representation was to l>e on the basis of

population the smaller States would lie completely absorlM-d.

In 1897, when this issue was most acute, the population of

Australia was 3,'J76,(K)0, whilst the population of New South

Wales and Victoria tojjether numbered 2,458,(K)0. Tims it

will l)e seen that no combination of the four remaining States

on a population basis could conti-ol or outvote the united

representation of New South Wales and ^*ictoria. At that

time it was felt that many questions would arise in the

Federal arena which bore a special State complexion, and

unless recognition of the rights of the States and an oppor-

tunity for adequately expressing them was afforded no har-

ukouious scheme was likely to be devised. Consequently,

after prolonged discussion, it was agreed that each State

should receive equal representiition in the Senate. Thus

each of the six States was entitled to return six meml>ers to

that Chamber. This claim in itself was reasonaltle. Special

representation had l>een conceded to the individual States in

the Senate under the constitution of the United States of

America. Moreover, in all the conventions which took a part

in framing the constitution of the Commonwealth and also in

the old Federal Council equal representation was accordcil to

all the States interested. Indeetl, the same spirit whicli

caused the various districts to .separate from the motiicr

colony of New South Wales in the middle of the century was

intensely active to prevent the merger of the Colonies in any

form of unification. Yet a strong opi)Gsition was raised to

this proposal by the democratic wing represented by the

bil>our Party, who ciaimed that equal representation was

subversive of majority rule, the ba.sic principle of democratic

Government. It was pointed out that in those days the
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population of Tasmania was not more than ono-tenth of that

of New South Wales, yet in the Senate each would return

six members and Tasmania would thus enjoy ten times the
voting power of the electors of New South Wales, Politicu!

sentiment was appealed to, and it was boldly stated that
responsible government would thus be destroyed. In spite,

however, of a vigorous campaign of opposition equal repre-

sentation in the Senate was finally accepted.

In practice the Senate has not played the part that was
anticipated, either by opponents or supporters. On the one
hand, the principle of responsible government has not been
affected, for the powers of the Senate in respect of money
Bills are definitely limited; whilst that body may reject

measures of that character or make suggestions they have
no power of amendment. Further, through the general power
of rejection, the Senate is unable to create a constitutional

deadlock. Delays may ensue, but in the end the opinion of

the popularly elected C iiber must prevail. Where a
measure approved by the House of Representatives is rejected,

or fails to i)ass the Senate, it may agai be submitted to the
latter Chamber, and if no agreement is then arrived at both
Houses may be dissolved simultaneously. If, after the
election, the new Parliament fails to secure an agreement
l)etween the two Houses, then a joint sitting of the members
of the Senate and the House of Representatives may be
convened, and whatever is affirmed by an absolute majority
of the total members of the two Houses shall be regarded
as binding. On the oth^r hand, the Senate has entirely

failed to play the rfile of the guardian of special State rights.

Tlie Senate itself has seldom voted on State lines of cleavage
and such issues have very infrequently arisen. On the
contrary, political parties have so manipulated the consti-

tutional machinery that the Senate for many years lias

become a reflex of the opinion represented in the Lower
House. It differs from the American constitution, for the
franchise is the same in both Chambers and the election of
half the Senate takes place, although not necessarily, yet for

purposes of convenience, at the same time as the election for
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the House of Representatives. Thus the campaign can be

conducted on strong party lines ; each of the political parties

tickets its candidates for either House. As electoral organi-

zation becomes improved, the party which is greater in

numerical strength obtains a majority of seats in the House

of Representatives throughout the Commonwealth, and the

same majority operates for the choice of members for the

Senate. The system of single electorates for the House of

Representatives provides eventually for a fair representation

of each of the great parties ; for the Senate, however, there

is but one electorate—the State—and whatever the majority

may be it is almost invariably sufficient to carry the whole

three seats. It happens that the Government of the party

which is strong enough to secure finally only a bare majority

in the House of Representatives can capture all the vacant

seats in the Senate, and thus there is no representation for

the minority. This worked out in a very anomalous fashion

at the General Election in 1914. On this occasion, owing to

a threatened deadlock, the machinery of the constitution was

invoked and a dissolution of both Houses followed. The

whole of the Senate faced the electors. The Labour Party

secured the return of a majority of eight in the House of

Representatives. There was no great disparity in the total

votes cast for the successful and unsuccessful parties, but in

the Senate the Labour Party secured 31 out of 36 seats and

the Liberals secured one of the ren lining five through the

death of a Labour candidate after nomination I

Under the present system the Senate is a mere echo of the

Lower Hou&e, and practice has converted the constitution into

government by a single Chamber, whilst the special repre-

sentation provided for protecting State rights has failed to

materialize. Some change must be effected. There are those

who advocate a fundamental change in the basis of repre-

sentation, but it is unlikely that the less popular States will

he content to relax the advantages tliey now enjoy. Even

the machinery for change by referendum would never be

effective in such a case, for the constitution provides that no

alteration diminishing the proportional representation of any
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State in either of the Houses of Parliament shall become law
unless the majority of the electors voting in that State approve

of the same,—and no State will consent to surrender existing;

privileges. The existing anomaly, however, is quite recog-

nized, and recently Parliament has adopted a temporary
palliative by applying Proportional Representation to Senate

elections with a view to securing a due representation of

minorities.

The great lion in the path of the constitution has been the

problem of finance. As a consequence of a Federal form of

union the various States would be compelled to surrender

their customs duties, and those Governments which worked
under a protective tariff would thus sacrifice their principal

source of income. In turn, no doubt, they would be relieved

of the cost of maintenance of those services such as the Post

Office, Customs and Defence, which were transferred to the

Federal authority, but the cost of maintenance of these

departments was less than the revenue that must be sur-

rendered. Thus, further taxation by the State Governments
was unavoidable. New South Wales, on the other hand,

which had boasted of its practically free tariff, would be called

upon to subscribe to the new customs duties and in that way
submit to additional taxation.

Tlie next difficulty aro.se from the large amount of revenue
that would be placed under the control of the Commonwealth.
The total returns from customs duties were from the

beginning substantial and have almost doubled during the

last decade ; but prior to Federation it was anticipated that
the revenue derived from customs would be largely in exce&s
of the financial needs of the Commonwealth Government.
The States, naturally, feared that with these large revenues
the central Government might be tempted to indulge in

lavish expenditure, thus absorbing the whole of the revenues

;

and having compulsorily surrendered large customs duties

the people were in.sist«i't that any balance not required for

proper Commonwealth needs should be returned to the
States. The problem was to harmonize these two purposes,

numberless proposals were advanced, none of which gave
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satisfaction. At the last moment, when a deadlock and

break-down of the conventions seemed certain, an ofBcinl

solution was found in the clause proposed by Sir Edward

Braddon (the Premier of Tasmania), which was known sub-

sequently as the • Braddon blot '. The safeguard devised

was, that Inasmuch iis the cost of Federal Government

probably would not exceed one-fourth of the revenue

obtained from custo'..s duties, therefore for every £1 of

customs duties collected by the Commonwealth 15*. should

be returned to the States. This scheme, on paper, provided

a {guarantee of solvency to the less affluent States and was an

assurance of economy on the part of the new central Govern-

ment. For the time being the ' Braddon blot ' afforded much

satisfaction. It was not originally proposed to invade tin-

field of direct taxation, and, ina much as the Commonwealth

expenditure in tho ^arly daj\ did not represent more thiin

2*1. 6d. of every £1 of customs duties, smooth working might

be expected. But if the expenditure rose to a higher figure

than 5«. in the £1, and more revenue was needed, it would

become nec3ssary for the Commonwealth to raise four times

the amount required, so that one-fourth might be used Inr

legitimate Commonwealth purposes and three-fourths returned

to the States. Thus it became obvious that if £4 must

be raised by customs and only £1 was required for Govern-

mental purposes the tariff must become crushing and finance

chaotic.

As originally framed, the ' Braddon blot ' was permanent h\

duration, and the anomalies likely to be create<l were one

reason operating against the acceptance of the constitution

on the first referendum. Before the constitution was finally

adopted the duratior' of the ' Braddon blot ' had been limited

to ten years; the design being to guarantee the solvency

of the weaker States, to limit the temptation of Common-

wealth extravagance, to reserve the field of direct taxation for

the States and watch developments. It was found, however

that this arrangement could not last. The Connnonwealth

expenditure grew rapidly, the ' Braddon blot ' became un-

workable, the Government resorted to direct taxation— liotli
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of land and incomes—and it was determined that the amount
of Customs Revenue to be returned to the State Treasurers

must, in view of increased Federal obligations, be drastically

reduced. In 1911, at the end of tliis initial period of ten

years, the ({uestion of reduced State payments was submitted

to the people at a referendum, and the necessary vote was
secured in support of the Government proposal of a lestier

and fixed payment to the State Governments of £1 Be. per

head annually for a further period of ten years, irrespective

of the volume of revenue from duties of customs.

In the year 1921 the ({uestion of finance and the relations

between the Commonwealth and the States must again be

adju8ted. I anticipate a comprehensive effort to remodel the

Federal constitution. For some years there has been a very

marked tendency on the part of different Commonwealth
Governments to encroach on the sphere of State jurisdiction.

At present under the constitution the States enjoy full free-

dom in the development of the country by means of railway

construction and land settlement, and they enjoy control of

their own internal trade. Although the Commonwealth is

empowered to make laws with regard to immigration,

yet the practical work of providing homes for immigrants

rests with the States, who own the land and control the

transport vv'thin their own borders. There have been several

attempts to interfere with the internal trade of the States,

noticeable instances of which are the well-known 'union

label ' and ' new protection ' laws, which camv- before the High
Court and were judged to be invasions of the rights of the

States. Commercial matters, again, and the placing of con-

tracts with buyers oNcrseas have always been functions of

the State rather than of the Commonwealth ; but during the

war the (commonwealth has claimed to be the medium for

placing with the War Office all contracts for the sale of

primary products from Australia, whatever might be the

State of origin. There is, moreover, an unfortunate over-

lapping of effort. The several States and the Commonwealth
each support their own separate Parliamentary staff and
electoral machinery. Compulsory arbitration for the adjust-
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ment of labour conditions, which originated in the various

States, is now undertaken by the Commonwealth as well.

Whereas finality and expedition are conditions precedent to

the success of any machinery for the adjustment of industrial

disputes, yet it frequently happens that a party who has been

through the ordeal successfully of a hearing before a State

tribunal is summoned to answer the same complaints before ii

Federal Court. Again, the duplication of taxation has spread

until the people are groaning under the double burden, ancl

it is clear that the present tension and dissatisfaction cannot

continue. The national Government of the Commonwealth
commenced its life with small powers and limited revenues;

indeed, even as late as the year 1914, the revenues of the

Government of New South Wales were almast as large )is

those of the Commonwealth. There is the natural tendency

for every form of Government to expand, increase its own
importance, and gain prestige even at the expense of over-

stepping the strict limits of its own jurisdiction. The narrow

form of the Commonwealth constitution left little scope fur

dealing with local issues or the expenditure of public moneys,

and thus Federal politicians were precluded from the many
opportunities of gaining popularity which were available

to the States clothed with the duty of internal development.

The Commonwealth Ministries have learnt the importance

of winning popular favour, and there has always been the

temptation to expand their operations and secure popularity

by the expenditure of the taxpayers' money.

Lastly, the responsibilities and successes in the war have

revealed Australia to the world as a great and progressive

nation, and there is a general desire amongst all classes that

the Government of the Federation should be clothed with all

necessary authority to maintain the national prestige.

The Labour Party at one time viewed the establishment

of a Commonwealth system of government with suspicion,

and strongly opposed the provisions with regard to the

Senate. They have, however, become a very efficiently

organized political body, and from present indicatioas the

tendency of that party is to claim enlarged powers for the
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Federal Government. Tt is realized that it is much easier

to capture one Parliament than seven. The majority in the

Federal Parliament secures continuity of policy for several

years operating throughout Australia, but to procure the

same results through the medium of State Parliaments it

would be necessary to gain a victory in each of the six States.

Some change is inevitable in the near future. The time for

reconsidering the fixed payment of the States will arrive in

less than two years. It seems certain that the Commonwealth
will refuse to continue the present rate of £1 5«. per head,

and with the lever of finances they are capable of exercising

very strong pressure on the various States. They may
reduce the amount to a minimum, so as to make the separate

existence of State Governments practically impossible, and
if a satisfactory case can be made out in favour of a grant

for enlarged powers to the Commonwealth some substantial

alteration will probably be effectetl. The constitution will

be in the melting-pot, but in the light of the unsatisfactory

experience of centralized government since the inauguration

of the Commonwealth it is doubtful whether the majority of

the electors are at the present stage prepared to accept a
Hcheme of complete unification.

%ii



LAND SETTLEMENT

It will be rememoered that the first attempt to colonize

Australia was made through the medium of a penal settle-

ment of a mere handful of convicts and the necessary-

official force to control them. At this time the country
was unexplored, its productive capacity and possibilities of

improvement were unknown, and there was no guarantee
that this first settlement would be permanent or even increase

in numbers. From the outset, however, in order to encourage
men to make a home in this new country and take im
interest in their surroundings, a system of granting land to

ofiicers was contemplated by the British authorities. Tlu-

first Governor, moreover, was instructed to make grants of

small farms to convicts also who by good conduct had shown
themselves fitted for such consideration: the expectations
of such benefit being deemed likely to convert discharged
convicts eventually into useful members of the community.
The first farm so granted was occupied in November 1789.
Yet it would appear the then attractions of freehold land
were insufficient to induce more than a few omancipateil
convicts to make up their minds to settle permanently in

this distant country. By degrees, however, residents became
more reconciled to their surroundings, and the grants increa.sed

in number, likewise in area. Certu.n conditions were attached
to these grants to encourage l)ona fide small settlement, but
it wa.s found, in spite of restrictions, that the occupants were
tempted to exchange their land for money, and these small
iirc;is tended to consolidation in the hands of a few holders
with money at their command. The early administrators
were alive to the danger and endeavoured to obviate the
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tendency to accumulate holdingH, but such safeguards an
were adopted were lost sight of in the ahnost unavoi<?able

change of policy which later on sanctioned large areas for

pastoral purposes. It is said that John Macarthur, the pioneer
of sheep-breeding in Australia, was responsible for this

change, and that he secured the adherence of the British
Government to the advantages which accrue<l from sheep-
farming on a large scale. In fact, he returned to Australia
from England armed with the authority for a special grant
of 5,000 acres for himself, and following in his trail, were
a number of other capitalists, who also received large grants
of land for purposes of stock-raising and wool-growing.
No doubt the policy of encouraging settlement by colonists in

possession of capital was in itself wise if prudently adminis-
tered, but land was diHjKJsed of imprudently to people who
v.ere ill-fitted for, or who had no intention of, developing the
resources of the country ; indeed, many persons of influence
(then resident in England) oPained permission to secure
giants of land en condition that they came to Australia
bringing capital with them , some fulfilled their obligations,

others traflicked in their options. The Governor was not
only confronted with the difficulty of identifying the land
which had been promised in this vague way on the other
.side of the globe, but was forced to devise means of pre-
venting the foi-mation of an absentee land-owning class.

Yet in spite of the strenuous opposition of the local authorities
transfer of land still increased. Thus was lai<l the foundation
of the practice of aggregating large tracts of land into one
holding which threatened the well-being of the community
in subsequent years and became the subject of drastic remedial
legislation. At the end of twenty-five years little progress
of real settlement had been made in the Colony. A Com-
mittee of the House of Commons, sitting in the year 1812,
described the infant settlement as 'bounded on the north,
west, and south by the Blue Mountains, beyond which no
one ha.s yet been able to penetrate the country. Some have
with difficulty been as far as 100 miles in the interior, but
Kyond sixty mile-s it appears nowhere practicable for agri-
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cultural purpoBes, and in many placen the diameter of the

habitable country is much lem. In length it extends from
Port Stephen to Port Jervis, comprising from north to south

four degrees; beyond this it is stated that the Colony will

not be capable of extension, and of the land within these

boundaries about one-half is said to be absolutely barren.' *

A little later, however, early explorers succeeded in pene-

trating the hitherto impuiietrable Blue Mountain range and

discovered fertile lands in the interior, and large open plains

with an abundance of good herbago. The circulation of this

news excited much attention, and Australia at last began

to be reganled as a land in which capital might be pro-

ductively employed and justifiably encouraged. A man with

money was encouraged, not only because he thus offered

employment to the continually increasing number of free<l

convicts, but because the power of capital was sufficient to

overcome such early pioneering difficulties as were an

insuperable olwtacle to the small settler. The first of the

great pastoral companies which secured a footing in Australia

was the Australian Agi-ioiltural Company, with a capital of

£1,()0(),000. This conjpany received a grant in 1825 of

1,000,000 oci-es in New South Wales, and it also obtained

2,000 acres of coal land and a monopoly of co<vl-working at

Port Hunter (now the city of Newcastle) for a period of

thirty-one years.''' This company occupied much fertile terri-

tory for sheep and cattle rai.sing ; it has extracted immense
wealth, and was one of the factors which suggested a policy

of resumption of estates for closer settlement at the beginniiij,'

of the present century. The characteristics of land policy

up to this date hnJ Iteen land grants and the encouragement
of large areas for pastoral purpases. The policy of larf,'c

areas with fixed lioundaries was ;vccepted as necessary for

the encouragement of the wool industry ; hut the expectation

of thereby creating avenues of employment for labourers or

establishing the yeoman farmer was not realized. Moreover,

the issue of grants of land was discretionary with the

' Coghlan, Luhmtr and Indunti-y in Anstmlia, p. 91.
' Coghlan, ihUi., p. 231.
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Governor of the Colony. The alMonce of competition and
the weight of influoncu helpvii to further handicap those

seel Ing for hoiiics in smaller areas. Thus, in later years

the policy of discretionary grants wjis superseded by the

purchase of land. Still the consolidation of estates continued.

The pastoralists were no longer content to confine their

oi)erationB to the ureas detincd for occupation to the cast of

the Blue Mountains, hut niov< d we.st\*anl to the fertile lands

beyond the ran(;e and occupied vast tracts of country and
multiplied their tiocks. The lands so occupied were owne<I
by the Crown, the pastoralists were mere tresspassers. At
tirst the authorities threttteno«l penalties for trespas-s, but
ineffectually. Subsetjuently, such occupation was condoned
by the imposition of licence ioes, but, strong and influential

as the squatting interest now was, the pastoralists were not
able to exact any security of tenure. The mere licence was
not a protection again.st the purchase of thost- lands from the

Crown, and although short leoses and preferential rights of

purchase were with limitations conceded, exclusivo rights

in respect of land so occupied were never granted. On the
Dther hand, the seekers after .small holdings were ever pro-

testing against the obstacles that debarred them from access

to the soil. They disputed the claim of exclusive possession

advanced by the holders of large squattages, they demanded
that additional areas should be made available, and that they
might enjoy the right of purchasing by opea competition.

But they were disappointed by the tedious delays iKjfore land
was put up to auction at Government sales, and they chafed
under the uncertainty of obtaining it when these formalities

had been completed. The squatters as a rule were not in

favour of agriculture, were adverse to having farmers as

neighbours upon their property, and in order to block settle-

ment they would purchase land over tht; heads of intending

agriculturists. Lastly, the path of the Government was
difficult. The value of sheep and wool to the community
was undoubted, and it was necessary to encourage p<Tsons
with capital of their own to overcome the difficulties witli

which the early pioneers were confronted. But the demand

!
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for land in Hmal) areM wm increiisiii);, and it wm realized

that if the Colony was tu bo occupied in large holdinj^

population would not materially increaM. It was a tank

of some difficulty to reconcile the clashing; claima of the

present and safeguard the futurt^ devolopnient of this young

country.

The s(|iiattiug industry increased in power. Wool was the

Ntuple product of the ^)lony, and also a substantial factor

ill development. A constant fight ^-is maintained between

the luwtoralists who held these ever-increasing areas and the

Uuvunior and general community. To appreciate the extent

to which these large holdings ha«l grown, it may be said

that in 1844 fifty-four large squatters (four in each of the

districts for which there were returns) occupied 7,750,640

iwres, for which they each paid a licence fee. Upon these

lands they depastureil stock, large and small, equivalent to

1,216,659 sheep. At the Hame date the fifty-six smallest

squatters, while paying the same sum in licence fees, occupied

only 43.3,460 acres, and dtipasturcd 68,003 sheep. In 1851

practically all the land in Victoria which could be made
Huitable for funning, without the expenditure of much time

and labour, was already occupied by squatters. In that year

938 s({uatting licences were issued to about 800 separate

pei-sons, and the extent of land co' ;red by these licences was

about 31,000,000 acres. At the present time the total area

of land occupied for pastoral and agricultural purposes is

little more than 36,000,000 acres.

>

In 1851 the great gold rush broke out in Victoria (or the

district of Port Phillip as it was then known), and new-comers

arrived in large numbers. Many of those who bad come in

search of gold turned their attention to agriculture, and the

demand for land was very great, but owing to the abovf-

mentioned difficulties the amount of .settlement was very

liiiiiteil and disappointing. Moreover, the condition of thu

working-class was gra<lually growing worse. In 1859 un-

employment was rife in Sydney, which led to rioting, and the

demand for land Injcamc intensified.

' Coghlon, labour ami Ixduttiif, vol. ii, p. 655.
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After mponsible government liad lietm entabliHiuMl in Xt>w

South WaleR in 1H56, the power of making provision for

land mttlement pamcd to the Local Parliament; an<i with the

democratization of the franchifte (wlicroby it was poaniblc

for people to voice their ^ri(^vancefl), nome definite chango

wan amared, but the ntruggle whh .severe and the pafwago of

legislation prolonged.

The early MiniatrieH of the Colony were of Hhort duration,

and it wan not until 1850 that Mr. (after Sir J' ^ Robertson

introduced the principle of 'Free Selection i n Survey',

which waa in effect the right of any i
rs. o <, Ic i ,,,

purchase a portion of land in any p'l: (t '...i- i m.it.

provided such land had not already Wt i a .

the Crown or reserved for special pur, .> <

The Bill founded on this principi •
. u vu

aistently opposed. The Ministry < I'.i' ..

issue, but appealed to the country, .<iA .1

General Election vindicated the policy "f ti

Tlie measure was again submitteil and pa m<

Legislative Assembly, but was rejected by the •

'
il, w! !

',

was a nominee chamber. The crisis so created was note-

worthy as one of the few occasions in the constitutional

history of the British Dominions when the power of swampiu};

the nominee chamber because antagonistic to a measure ap-

proved by the popular House was resorted to. Fortunately,

although the Qovemor accepted the advice of his Ministers

to appoint suitable members to the Council to procure the

passage of the Bill, this decision was not pursued. The tciin

of office of the existing members was about to expire, and

the Governor filled the vacancies as they arost; in the usual

constitutional manner.

Parliament was again called together, and in 1861 the

Crown Lands Acts became law. Under the Crown Lands

Alienation Act any person might select from 40 to 320 acres

of Crown land at a fixed price of £1 per acre, except town

and suburban land, which was still to be sold by auction, and

land reserved for public purposes. One-quarter of the prict-

' Coghlan, lAthour and Indurtiy, vol. ii, p. 6f>\.
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was to be paid upon selection, and the remainder could be

paid during the next three years, or the payment might

be spread over a longer term if 5 per cent, interest were paid.

The selectors were required to reside upon the land for *'\ree

years, and to make improvements equal in value to £1 per

acre.

The Crown Lands Occupation Act changed completely the

tenure under which pastoral lessees held their runs. The
colony was divided by it into first- and second-class settled

districts and unsettled districts. In the first-class districts

the lands were only to be let on yearly leases at £2 per

square mile; in the other districts the leases were for five

years, and the rents were to be fixed by the Commissioners.'

The Crown Lands Acts of 1861 stands out amongst the

mass of legislation designed to encourage and control settle-

ment of the Colony as the first comprehensive eflTort to grapple

with a very complex agrarian problem. It was intended to

establish a compromise between the conflicting claims of the

capitalist and the poor man, the occupant of large areas and

the yeoman farmer, to meet the legitimate and pressing

need for opening up land for settlement whilst placing a check

on the dangerous growth of large estates. The measure, how-

ever, failed to produce harmony or to secure the results that

were desired. Its main policy was evaded, and abuses grew

up which not only further embittered the existing class con-

troversy but materially helped in the uggregation of large

estates. The position was as follows : The pastoralists were

occupants of extensive areas which probably would be con-

tiguous to watercourses and the rich alluvial flats adjacent

thereto ; the homestead would be established in a gootl com-

manding position ; the surrounding country substantially

improved by the expenditure of money on water-supply, build-

ings, clearing of timlwr, &c., yet the intending settler was
entitled to select a home anywhere within this occupied area,

provided the land had not been alienated from the Crown or

set apart as a reserve. Naturally, the settler would choow
a spot where the soil was good and which secured him access

' Coj^hlaii, ihiil., p. C)b2.
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to water. A conflict at o.i p arose between the squatter and
the selector ; the desire of the former was to oust the intruder,

or, failing to coerce him, to secure his departure by the pay-
ment of substantial compensation. Thus it soon became
apparent that the legal right to ' select ' carried with it the
power to inconvenience, embarrass, and possibly oppress the

pastoralist in possession. The choicest country would be
marked out by selectors either on the water frontage or per-

haps contiguous to the homestead, and from this land the
squatter and his stock could legally be excluded. The pas-

toralist, for his own comfort and in the interest of his stock,

was naturally tempted to get rid of the intruder at any cost

;

the new-comer realized the strength of his position and Sxe«l

his price accordingly. Thus grew up a practice of ' buying
out' selectors, and lan<l was marked out frequently ani osten-

sibly for the purpose of bona fide settlement, but in reality as

a means of levying blackmail upon the man in pv-spession.

To meet this difficulty the pastoralists adopted the practice of

causing lands to !« selected in their int«rest by a third person,

who would go through all necessary preliminaries of applica-

tion, including the declaration that nobody else had any
interest in the land ; he would bear the necessary cost, per-

form the stipulated conditions, but would enter inic a secret

compact with the squatter for the transfer of the land to him
lis soon as legally permissible. This was, of course, a direct

infraction of the law, for it enabled one man through a series

of agents to eventually lxHX)me a freehold owner of large tracts

of fruitful country. This danger had been anticipated by the
'egislature, and such action was prohibited under penalty of

iiiiprisonment by the Act itself. But ' dummying '—as it wjis

called—became u universal practice. It was winked at in the

country. The proof of collusion l)etween S(|uatter and dummy
in order to secure conviction was extremely difficult, and even
if this evidence was forthcoming the number of cases where
the jury brought in an diverse verJict could be counted on
the fingers of one hand.

The result of this land trafficking was to place in the hands
of the large pa-storalists the best and most productive lanrl in
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the Colo- y for aheep-raising, to the prejudice of those who

might seek it for agricultural purposes or for making a homo

for the individual, whilst country towns became land-locke<l

and incapable of expansion. Large estates grew and multi-

plied, some properties being in extent as much as 50 miles

square: agriculture and small settlement was discouraged

and a bitter class-warfare was maintained which gave a

colouring to every Parliamentary election.

Sheep-raising and wool-(^owing deniande<l the employment

of but little labour, and by the end of the nineteenth centur}-

the country distiicts were making almost no progre-ss in popu-

lation, whilst the towns continued to grow out of all propor-

tion. At this stage immigration as a matter of national

policy was revived on well-organized and active lines. The

danger of international trouble in the East had given rise td

the fear that Australia might be a temptation to the congested

nations of the world, and as the Continent was without suffi-

cient man power for purpc/^os of self-defence practically all

the States of Australia emliarked upon a policy of attracting;

immigrants to the country and placing them on the land.

But it was found that the area of suitable land still retained

by the Crown was of little use in developing a comprehensive

system of land settlement, and it was determined to deal with

those lands which had passed into private ownership. The

policy of compulsorily resuming private property for the pur-

pose of t'loser settlement was the next comprehenHive attempt

to deal with the ;jrowin^ evil of !»»• j estates. It is true that

the Commonwealtli IjMmI Tax on a graduated scale hud exer-

cised some influence in breaking up these large pastonil

t'ri'ehold areas : but there was no provision for the corolliirv

and eijually inq^rtant mutter of provi<Hn<^ homos on the laiul

-<) sulxlivided. Moreover, the incidence of this taxation \va>

prejudicial to the o'viier. The large capitalist who could

aft'ord to pay these lieuvy charges was unuffected ; Imt tlu'

owners with sniuller nieuns were compelled to sell and offer

their lands to the public upon u fulling market through tln'

competition st> generated, and were the victims of depre.-xd

prices.
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It was necessary, in order that the machinery to accomplish
this revolution of land policy should be efficient, that—

1. The State should be empowered to resume against the
wish of tb-} owner where land was suitable for agri-

cultural settlement.

2. The procedure must be expeditious.

3. The land so made available should Ijo uulhcieut to pro-

vide the occupant with a reasonable living area.

4. All trafficking in land which might lead to the old evil

of reaggregation must be prohibited.

5. The land should be available at a rea.sonuble price to the

settler.

In the early days of this new policy land was secured at

reasonable figures and the State was able to resell at a figure

which recouped the Government for their expenditure, and
at the same time wa.s not an impediment to profitable occu-

pation. Whilst the various (Jovernineiits claimed thi.s para-

mount right to secure land compulsorily in the public interest,

encouragement was given to the subdivision of estates into

areas for productive agriculture on the initiative of the owner
and subject to supervision by the State. The popularity,

however, of this new lej^islat ^nd the demand for .settle-

ment led to an increase geneidly in the cost of agricultural

land, and the price per acre steadily rose until it was
feared that the higher figure would discourage small men.
Fortunately, however, these fears have not been realized,

and with improved methods of cultivation and stable markets
very few farmers have been unable to make a success of their

venture. The outlay to the State in the first instance was
very heavy, but, inasmuch as the holders of the subdivided
land were pledged to lepay the purchase money by instal-

ments, it was anticipated that after a certain period the
amount of revenue thus accruing annually would be sufficient

to meet the cost of further expenditure without adding to the
original capital liability.

The great objective, of course, was to prevent the trafficking
in these smaller areas, and it was provided at one time that

»«» K
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resilience KhoiiM Ite perpetual and transfer, direct or indiictt

|iix>hibite«l. This, no doulit, would check the consolidation

of I'Rtates, Imt the occupant was tied to his land for life, aiui

this meant unnecessary hardship upon the settler. Tlu-w

dnistic ctmditions were sulwequently relaxed, and nowadays

the jjeneral stipulations are residence by the holder for soiiii-

fixed pcriwl of years as an evidence of Itona fide settlement

and provision that no individual shall hold in all a lar:,'« r

amount of land than ctnistitutes a 'living area'—a ' livini;

aiva' being ilefined as that which enables a man nndtr

ordinary conditions, with the usual family, to maintain him-

self in comfort. A n)an may have more than one set of titliv

his original area may Iw added to, but the total must nm

<-xeeed a living area. Quite recently, however, there 1ms

Uh'U a tendency to further relax the conditions of residciK

.

The great objective is to make the land pro<luctivc and aitlcnl

.qual opportunities to everylKwly, consequently it is providi ,1

that if the individual expends a specified sum in improving

the property and adding to its productivity, resident i>

not compulsory: the underlying condition will still opit.it.

that under no circumstances can a man hold more than i

living area.

There is no <lonbt that the results on tht- whoK- hav 1 n

tininontly satisfactory. Ltirgc towns had been surrouiul. .

by large pastoral artas which cmploycil little lalwau-, aii';

there was no opportunity atlbrded for urban expaiisioii

These have now been sulnlivided, and many liK-alities wiiici

were nnee represented by a few large piustoral jjroperties. aii'.

a small jwpulation are now replaced by settlements o"" luisy

.igrieultural workers enjoying prosperous homes.

The policy of the living area ini(luubte<lly has coniplrt. i}

checked the growing ilanger which threatened the ('onini'O.

wealth, and the eondiined operation of the policies of iinniipM

tion iintl land settlement on small areas has achieved ui' i'

res\ilts in increasing the population of Australia aii'i i:

added to the wealth and resoui-ces of the Continent.

The form of land tenure has been a suViject o) kr.;

politicjil controversy in Australia, iind for a numU'r of ) i-
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• Freehold 'or ' LcH«cl.oId
' whs the l,uttle-cry of rival political

parties. Ontpnally. lan.l might Ik. selected as a condi-
tional purchase which securcl to the upplicant-ufter certain
...oncy payments and the fulfihnent of residential un.l
oher ^nditions-a freehold ^rant of the land; or in th.-
Hltomatjvo the land might Ik- held on lease for an extended
penod. likewise .lepcndent „„ the fulBlment of certain con-
.htions sot out in the lease. But the Ie5.see was not entitled
to convert h.s leasehold f,u,n inf, u freehold tenure. The
mnin object wa.s to < r,coura;re settlen.ent l.y men of small
means, hut later, as the demand IV.r agriculture hecan.e inten-
s.fie<l ami the <langer of the aggregation of large hol.lings
was real, the leasehol.I tenure w,is attached to all futun> dis-
p(«,t,on of Crown lan,ls. It was argued that inasmuch as
the occupants of these ma^scd holdings wore owners of the
heeho d, therefore l,y preserving the title in the Crown
a check would b<> placed upon aggr-gati.,.,. I5ut experience
.Icnonstrated that large estates wen- built up, not because
the tenure happened to b.- freehold but owing to the un-
l""ite.l area that might U- held under ,.ne occupancy,
wheth.-r the tenun- was freehohl or leasehold. Conse.iuently
tne remedy for this abuse was sought in the restriction of
Iml.lmgs to a living area irr.,spectiv.. „f th.' form of teniir..
rhe ethcacy of the leasehold principle was further impaired
by the widespread desiiv amongst settlers to eventually
become the owners of their holdings. It was objected by the
advocates of the lea.sehold title that the freehold was the
pohcy for a man of capital, as the payments were much
heavier, whilst the ea.sy rental conditions of leuM-hold .r.av
the .mnall man an opportunity of establishing a home" for
nrnseif. It is tru.> that many struggling men were willii,..
t« make a »K;gir.njng by .securing land in the Hrst instance
on ea.sy rental conditions, but when good fortune atten.le.l
tho.r eftorts an.l they became firmly established and in a
soun, hnancial position, they gave expre,s.siun to the instinc-
tive desire of the Britisher to make his home al.so his ctustle
^n<i an insistent demand was voiced that whilst intendiie^
^ttlers slHiuhi in the Hrst instance be allowe.1 the option o7
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securing land either on freehold or leasehold ~n^ti«'"

according to his inclination or finances, he should be per-

mitted. if 80 desirous afterwards, to convert the leasehold

into freehold. These issues were debated at great length in

Parliament and upon the public platform, and eventua ly

Liberal Governments were placed in office in vanous States

as advocates of the right to convemon; and legislation waa

enacted to enable the lessee of Crown lands to convert

into a freehold tenure so much of his tenement as would

represent what i.s known as a ' living area'. This phase of

tlie land question is one of the manifesta ions of the

Australian policy that want of money shall not be a

hindrance to advancement, and there can be no doubt that

the sentiment of ownership inspires the sense of respons.b.l.ty

and the spirit of patriotism which must be the mainstay of

a young nation.

Perhaps the most interesting and instructive feature in

Australian land policy is the liberal financial assistance ottered

to prospective settlers in making a home, whereby an impe-

cunious man is helped during the initial period of struggle

Hud which enables the farm labourer by his own capacity to

rise io the proud position of a lan.lowner. This has beeu

u .settled feature of land policy in the Australian States for

u co«,s..lerable period, and is in rather marked contrast to the

nra. ICO hitherto in Great Britain.

policy of the States of Australia is to make famun;:

ailablc to as large a circle as possible. The greater the

4.portunities for a man who is without capital the wider .,

field of applicants. The taxpayer through the agency .

!

tue Government as.sists the farmer financially in many way.

Although it is unusual for a SUte to make a free grant ol

land, and money is never regarded as a gift, the followia.

concessions are invariably granted :

I. Easy terms for land occupation and the payment ot

moneys due to the Crown ;

)1. Loans for making improvements on the holding or m

the purchase of stock and plant

Closer settlement is carried out almost entirely by govern-
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mental agency, and its bucccbb is traceable to two factore, viz.

:

(1) the land is the property of the State
; (2) the moneys are

advances by State-owned institutioriH under conditions which
would not appeal to a private bank or Hnancial corporation ;

not because the methods arc unsafe or unbusineRs-like, but

because the State Oovemnient enjoys tulvuntiigcs that are not

available to the private mortgagee.

In an ordinary mortgage transaction the occupant of land

who obtains a loan of money covenantK to meet the interest

and repay the capital. In addition to this jwrsonul contract

added security is given to the creditor by a mortgage of the

land. The money advanced is always substantially less than

the value of the land on which it is secured, so that the

margin between the amount of the loan and the value of the

land is a measure of safety in case of reduction of price

through a forced sale. Mortgagees in ca.sc of entry, however,

must sell ; they cannot use the property of defiiulting mort-

gagors to build up large ostutes. To summarize, the land is

pledged as a security, the amount udviiticed is always less

than the value of the security, and the mortgagee must offer

the land for sale and risk market fluctuations. On the other

hand, the tenant in occupation, with no real a.sset to offer as

security, cannot expect to Itorrow on his pei"sonal covenants

except at excessive rates of interest; and even where he

wishes to spend this money in improving his holding, the sum
auvanced is such a small fraction of the cost of the proposed

improvements that it is almost useless. In Australia the

Crown, as represented by the .several State (Jovernments, is

the owner of the unsettled an-as. This land is made available

either by alienation on freeliohl conditions, whereby the occu-

pant is enabled to raise money on the strength of his docu-

mentary tithe ; or by leasehold, wliicli is in the first in.stance

the usual form of tenure nowadays. The lea.se is perpetual

and the rent is only 2j p«r cent, on the luiiniproved capital

value. Provision is made also lor suspendii.,, the payment of

the rent, small as it is, and t«her charges, during the initial

period of settlement, when the land has not yet l»ecome

prrKluctive. But the most valuable work is accomplished by

I
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advancing money by the State tu carry out iniprovenicnto, &c.

In new country much preliminary work must be done ; the

land muHt be cIoare<l, partially at leant, of timber; fencing

must lie erected, watcr-tiiiikH excavated, and a house built.

Trading banks are avei'se to this clam of businesb, in which

the only protection is the borrower's personal credit, and that

in turn is dependent on the Huctuation of the seasons. The

Government, therefore, has stepped in and throu^rh the medium
of State land (tanks now freely (itiiuicus the tenant settler.

Inasnmch as the land is owned liy the State there is no need

in case of default by tlm liorrower for a force*! sale to reulize

the «lebt. The Oovttrniiient resumes possession, throws the

land a<rain open for lease, and obtains the lienetit of any addi-

tional value already given to it by the money spent ujk)?!

improvements, when the .same land is leased to another

settler. Care, however, nmst be taken in makin;; advances.

The proposed improvements should be carefully valued and

advances ma<lc by progre.ss paymentti and ujion certiticati>h id'

a responsible person as to the work aceomplished. Tlie result

in all the States has liet^n most satisfactory. Originally, the

advances were limited to 50 jkt cent, of the estimated east of

tlu! iiiipr(jveiiients. In the earlier days this conservative limi-

tation was deemed necessary until exiwrieiice justified an

extension. In the light of succe^is achieved, later statutes

have provided for advances with only a ^0 y.'.^r cent, margin

and (juite recently a scheme was agreed to Initween the (Com-

monwealth and State Premiers for the repatriation of Austra-

lian soldiei-s, which pi-ovided for advances being inade to the

extent of th(! full value of the proposed improvements. Such

advantages indeed were, moreover, not limited to the general

permanent improvements ujxm the land, but enabled tiic

.settler to secure loans for the purj)o.se of puitihasing slock ju*

well ;is implements for tillage, tht^ security in the latter

instancis being dependent largely on the trustworthines,s of

the iKirrower. This jwlicy, though novel and exi)erinieiita!

has proved to be no undue burden on the taxpayer, and tht-

bad tlebts represent only a .small figure. Moreover, it is an

umleniable Ikkju to the settler: a man witlmnt capita! i«
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uttHiMtcMl during; the initial puriud of anxiety and is enabled,

if he w willing, to niaku a comfortable home for himself.

Everybody iM able to regard life on the land as a meann of

Itett^'rinpj his condition. Many a laboun>r hm risen l>y thi.-

ineans to bocomu a prosperous fanner and landowuur. The
succesH of this policy lies in the fact that the Statu owns th«-

land and that money is freely advanced. Tlie State is vendor

and mortgagee on u very large Hcale. Such u progrumuie,

however, is not feiisiblc in England under present oonditions,

except in a few in»tunces where a large landowner has an

iiliundancc of capiUil and is prepared to diiunce Iuh tenant us

liU-riilly a» n SUito Government. The general tn-ntl of opinion

st-cnm to l)c to regard the pohHession of capiUil uh ex^iential.

Tlif Small Holdings Act in practice aNHumes timt the appli-

cant poHw.s.ses capital c(|Ual to at least £'i per acre ; the miU-

clause that deal> with loans not having been put into opera-

tion. The report of the Departmental Committee of 1916

Luuiitonances the suggestion that no man should l)t'Conic

a farmer unless he is in a position to maintain liimself until

he gets a return frtJin his holding, and ha.s sufficient capital to

pnix-hasc lx>th the stock and plant for that land. Why should

not the State intervene and e.xtend a helping hand .-u> in

.\ustralia ? I am of opinion that, unless the land problem of

this country can l>e imxiitied so that the man with little or

no capital can be tinanced and oH'eretl some real prasitect of

improving his condition, the mere gianting of a statutory

minimum wage pi-r week to the agricultural lal)Ourer will

not of itself induce men to end>ark on the inicertainty of

ittrricultural life after the war.
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IMPERIAL MIURATION

The Oveneas DominionH have been populated largely by

dtock from the Briti8)i Men since the end of the eighteenth

f-entury. The cxwlus from thlH country was largely voluntary

in itH nature and seldom controlled by any HUntnincd or

hyHtematic nu^thodH, becnune the Colonies were for a Ion{;

timff of no recognizc<l utility, and emigration wan not an

attractive proposition. To-day the DominionH are of proved

value, and their importance as members of the great Common
wealth of Nations is increasing. A hundred years ago a

Britisher who settled in the Colonies was leaving his homo

for an unknown country and unknown hardships. To-day

the I)f>minion settler considers he is changing one place of

habitiition for another, ench of which is regarded as his home.

In the future our aim should be to maintain the full inter-

chan;,'e of people and iileas for the purpose of increasing th*-

strength and cementing the unity of the Empire.

At the end of the eighteenth century the ill-advised attempt

of (Jreat Britain to establish detuiled control over colonial

trade resulted in the foundation of the United States of

America, and the discrediting of the mother country's colonial

policy. Within the conipa.ss of a few years, however, by

methods of conquest or discovery, the British flag was flying

over new territories which now constitute three of the great

dominions of the Empire, viz. Canada, Australia, and South

Africa

The loss in surface area occasioned by the secession of the

settlements in North America was balanced by the acquisition

of these new lands. Although they represented an accretion

of so many square miles to the United Kingdom, they stood
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for little more in those days, or indeed for inany yenn*

Afterwards. They were not deemed to be a source of wealth,

for they were all undeveloped. Australia was uninhabited

by white men, the population of the other setHements was
but scanty. In those dayH of European conflict it wjw
recognized that their retention would involve the motherland
in continued expense. It had been considered a logical and
justifiable policy that the Colonies should contribute to tb.-

eost of the Briti»b Oovomment in such a way an I'arliunu'nt

might determine ; but there was little prospect of obtaining

added revenues from them in the first instanro. Moreover,

the experience of tho untoward conneciuences of cndoavouring

to exercise compulsion in the chhc of America was by no
means an encouragement to rep<!at the attempt ; not because

it was thought it would be an unjust policy, but liecause after

pending the taxpayei-s' money in tht^ir <levclopment an. I

protection the conseciucnce was a Hcrious constitutional diffi-

culty with a people whose sense of gratitude forsooth was not

yet developed.

Certainly they should K- retained rathiT than surrt'nfler.d

was the general opinion, but they were voted to U' a costly

encumbrance. How to utilize them was thf problem. It

was suggested at one time that tho Australian Continent

might Ik- made available as j new home for those colonists

wlio had remained loyal to the King, but this propasal was
not acceptable to the Government. The sapient statesmen

of the (lay then conceived the idea of utilizing those far-

away lands as a dumping-ground for convicted prisoners. The
American Colonies had l)een used for this purpo.sc, and numbers
of unfortunates, the victims of the drastic provisions of a bar-

barous criminal code, had been shipped across the Atlantic to

America and the West Indies. When the War of Independence
closed this door, these undesirables were for the time lK'in<'

herded in hulks and penitentiaries. The congestion was
becoming serious, when a happy inspiration led to convicts,

under sentence of transportation, being rcniovcfj to New
Holland. The immediate origin of settlement overseas was
the transportation policy. Thus opened ingloriously the n«'w
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chapter in the history of BritiHh colonization. Australia did

not get a fair start. In the light of the magnificent achicvt-

inents of all the Oveiseas Dominions in production, moral

and material assistance in the present world-wide strugglf,

it is a subject of fervent congratulation that with such an

inauspicious beginning such an unexpected and epoch-makinj;

development has taken place. It is not my place to analyse

the causes or to locate the blame for such a policy. The
only proposition I desire to advance at this stage is tliat

emigration to the Colonies from this country had for a long

time been associated with the undesirable citizen; and al-

though subsequently, in consequence of the pronounced and

repeated protests of the Colonies, transportation was pro-

hibited, yet much barm had been done. In the intervening

period many of the stoutest hearted of our race—English,

Scottish, Welsh, and Irish—had voluntarily made for them-

selves a new home overseas, had endured the hardships and

privations of the pioneer, and hud formed tlii! nucleus of that

redoubtable manhood which has been the pride of this country

and the admiration of the world in the present war. But

the memory of the policy imposed upon them by an un-

sympathetic Government rankled in the minds of the free

and independent settlers who were multiplying in the midst

of these unfavourable suiToundiugs.

These impleasant associations lingered for a generation in

this country, especially with regard to the more distant

settlements. These lands were undeveloped, their future

prospects uncertain, their great reniotei.v. ^s, the infrequency

of the postal service, the complete absence of telegraph com-

munication, the length of the journey, and too ften an

unsympathetic and inditfcrent administration, were serious

obstacles to an adequate appreciation by the British public

of the attractions ottered by the Colonies. Although tliis

original prejudice fortunately died out, news still travellud

slowly. The lapse of sixty years had not added veiy

materially to the knowledge in this country of the geography

or social conditions of life in the Antipodes. Liter tin

iliscovery of gold in Australia wiis noised abroad, and a iargi-
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How of population was attracted. The Continent liecanie

known as eminentlj- suitable for sheep- and cattle-raising, and

the climate, as well as that of New Zealand and South Africa,

enjoyed a reputation for salubrity under the j^enial influence

ot a sun that was seldom obscured bj' clouds. It was a land

where no man, who was not afraid of hard work, need

despair of earning a livelihood : and the youth who had

outrun the constable, or otherwise sown his wild oats in the

old country, might in the Colonies recover his self-respect and

live a useful life without lieing an anxiety to or being

worried by his relations during tie process of regeneration.

If, on the other hand, he failed to retrieve himself, I am afraid

there are many who comforted tliemselves with the Pharisaic

reflection, ' We have done our best, and at this distance he

can no longer disgrace us at liome'. Unfortunately, such

cases were by no means unusual, aad although the Colonies

liad succeeded in living down the earlier associations of being

a suitable place for those who could not evade the police,

there was still a tendency to regard them as a haven of

refuge for those who had outrun the constable. In a word,

emigration ha<I not yet become a popular term with the

community.

We now meet with a new phase of the movement. The

word no longer implies any social disability
;
yet the special

circumstjinces attending an active policy of emigration

threatened to create suspicion and even opposition amongst

a certain section of the British people. The last (luartcr

of the nineteenth century liad been contemporaneous with

an enormous development in the means of world communi-

cation, and the advent of the electi-ic cable, the superseding

of the old sailing vessel by the steamship, improvements

in the means of transit, all helped to con([Uer the obstacles

of distance. Thus the sea voyage was robbeil of its terrora,

and the interchange of vi.-^its between the United Kingdom

and the Colonies was continuous and always incretising. The

people at last were acquiring a closer knowledge of the

resources of the Dominions and the ci-inison thread of kinship

was no longer a pious dream. The productivity of these

it
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lands in the southern seas was undoubted, trade potentialities

were vast, and large fortunes were known to have been made.

In the Australasian group was one of the largest (if not

the largest) silver lead mines in the world. The same claim

can be made in respect of tin and copper production. There

were fruitful areas fit to become the granary of the British

Isles : meat and wool were grown in sufficient quantity to

meet the requirements of a large part of Europe, and the

conditions of labour were unequalled in ttny part of the Old

World. Australia was undoubtedly the working-man's para-

dise ; but, alas ! a magnificent country of empty spaces, a

territory larger than the United States of America with a

mere handful of people. In order to tiu these vast space.s

the States of Australia embarked on an active immigration

policy—the movement was directed and controlled by the

State Governments, and a strenuous canvass was set afoot to

secure immigrants from the British Isles. Only the best

were encouraged, all parts of the kingdom were appealed

to, and the rural districts were the object of the keenest

attention. The results were most satisfactory, and a large

stream was induced to Australian shores ; the movement
grew and bad assumed very large proportions when the

outbreak of the war forced a cessation of all activities.

Already, however, murmurs had been heard of protest against

the attempt, it was said, to denude these islands of their rural

population. It was asserted that if this rate of subtraction

continued the country would be entirely without the means

of maintaining a satisfactory corn supply; and whilst it

might be a praisewortliy policy for the Dominions to advocate,

yet the price the mother country was called upon to pay—the

loss of the very best type of citizens—was unreasonably heavy.

To press farther the immigration movement under these

conditions was accounted selfishness on the part of the States

concerned. It is not material to inquire in detail whether

these complaints were well founded or not, although I may
say parenthetically, that the State Government took every

precaution to prevent any undue interference with labour

conditions where a man was enjoying permanent employment.
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Yet dissatisfaction was in the air; what would have been

the development had the war not intervened it is difficult

to say, but there were already indications that opposition

might again be met with in the event of any proposal to

revive the flow of immigration after demobilization is com-

pleted, unless the true position is clearly understood.

The Australian States have hitherto drawn upon the

agricultural population for their supply of immigrants, and

presumably if the policy is resumed will do so again; but

a great change has taken place during the last two years

in the attitude to agriculture in this country. For many

years the United Kingdom has produced a small proportion

only of the wheat required for home consumption; the

balance came from overseas, and the people have placed

implicit trust in the ability of the Navy to maintain

our trade routes. The development of submarine methods

of piracy has forced the nation to put on its thinking-cap.

The efficiency of submarines is only in its infancy, and in

view of their extraordinary achievements and their power

for injury in the course of tie last eighteen months of the

war, it is within the range of possibility that further in-

ventions may make the undersea boat a g-eater menace to

trade. To guard against the risks of isolation it behoves

Great Britain to become a self-supporting nation, at all events

as far as corn is concerned. From various causes the rural

population had been steadily depleted prior to the war-

many have been called away during the last three years—and

inducements are now being held out not only to fill up *hese

vacancies but enormously to increase the acreage under culti-

vation. The first duty of the Government, therefore, will

be to ensure by every reasonable means that the ranks of the

rural population are tilled until thereby the nation's objective

is capable of being attained. Every effort of emigration

agents which interferes with the policy will properly be

discouraged.

This growing prejudice against emigration in the narrower

sense must be satisfied, and our attitude towards the question

recast on broader lines. Strange to say. whilst there has

I
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been this prejudice against oinigration in this country, For
different reasons, objection has been manifested to immigration
on more than one occasion in the Dominions. It will l>e

gathered from what has been stated with regard to trans-
portation that the system was not popular amongst free men
m the Colonies, and indeed as soo!<. as the settlers l)ecanie

Bufticiently numerous and influential to make their voices
felt, they protesti«d vehemently against the system. Unfor-
tunately, there was no force of popular opinion in Great
Britain to guide or drive the Secretary of State for the
Colonies. The minister in those days was ignorant of colonial
conditions, at times even indifferent, and the tendency was
to remit the burden of administration to the permanent head
of a department. The Colonies, in those far-off days, had few
friends at Court, and protests were relegated to the depart-
mental 'oubliette'. So great were the abuses, however, that
public resentment steadily grew and transportation to New
South Wales had ceased by 184(). As time went on the
population of free settlers rapitlly increased. Production
expanded and industry was thriving ; the demand for more
laliour Wanif urgent, and an immigration policy from the
old coimtry was encouraged by the local Governments. These
were, however, experimental days ; the voyage was still long,
the food inferior, the supervision indiflferent, and the move-
ment Wius subjected to severe criticism. Worse still was to
follow. Through a regrettable aljsence of organization the
influx exceeded the local power of absorpt'on. The laViour
market became congest(;d, unemployment r id distress super-
vened. Naturally, such adverse happenings did not tend to
popularize the policy, and further action was stayed for man}
years. It was revived subsequently, but in spite of the
previous experience the mistakes were repeated and immi-
gration was regarded as an insidious weapon for injuring tlif

working-man. Immigration under State control was not
again s.iriously attempted until the year 1906. In the mean-
time industrial d.!pression had been operative in the United
Kingdom, and unemployment was rife; the burden of the
taxpay«'r was increasing and praiseworthy attempts were
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made to relievo the di.HtresH prevalent through the initdiuiii

of emigration. Societies wr^re fonncvl for that purpose and

AuHtralia was aMke<1 to accept some of the outward flow.

The scheme met with opposition, and it was thought that the

people of this country wen- uliout to dump in the Dominions

u numlKjr of unemployed and even the uneinployaliI(!— tlie

human misfits who were not fashioned for the stn^nuous

life of land scittleinent if placijd in the country, and who
would congest the laliour market if they w(Te loaite<l in the

towns. Much prejudice was thereby excited and jnotives

were misinterpreted. The official labour org»inizations were

always very sensitive on the subject of immigration as being

a veiled metho«l of umluly increasing competition and re-

ducing wages.

When the State Govennnents again entered upon a com-

prehensive scheme they "tieountercd much opposition basetl

upon the alxwe-mentioned grounds. Much of it w.is un-

justified, but the antagonism unfortunately received support

from the misguided zi^al of some agents in Great Britain, who
undoubtedly misled inunigrants as to the conditions of

Australia. These mistakes were in turn magnified and

prejudice was stored up, and it Imcame neces-tary for the

Governments to exercise the greatest care in their work, so

as to allay the suspicion that the movement was a covert

attack upon the existence of trade unions. The country,

liowever, was crying out for labour for agricultural and

dairying purposes, and in consequence the activity of the

agents was directed to the country districts of Great Britain,

whose cftbrts created the alarm I mentioned in an earlier

paragraph.

Thus emigration and immigration have become invested

with associations which militate against the success of the

work of transferring people from the United Kingdom to

the Overseas Dominions. The time has come when we must

recast our ideas and reshape our attitude and associate; this

purpose with a wider national outlook. The time is ripe

now to abolish each of the.se terms and substitute for them

the simpler word ' migration '.
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Post-war international developments arc most uncertain.
E jh Allied Nation inscribes upon its banner ' Never again',
but ffw persons are so supremely optimistic as to expect that
on the conclusion of Peace warlike weapons will at once be
thrown upon the scrap-heap. We might be united in the
determination that the world shall not again be convulsed at
the mere behest of any caste consumed with a lust for
temporal power, but such an object can only bo achieved ifm the process of education, the world Powers remain prepared
to strike immediately and crush any would-be disturbers of
universal peace. This does not involve the continuance
of extensive and national armaments; but inasmuch as the
best way to prevent war is to be prepared for it, so it
behoves us to frame our future policy so as to be ready for
such possibilities, and to ensure, quite apart from any military
measures, that we shall not be incapacitated through the
want of supplies. One of the lessons taught by this war
IS the danger to the country of isolation through losing the
commanding position on the .seas. The United Kingdom can
produce much more witliin her own borders, but there are
many articles for the supply of which we necessarily depend
upon overseas sources. Let us then develop our resources
amongst our own people by our own people for the benefit of
our own people. We should not be dependent upon the
goodwill of foreign nations, which may be withdrawn at the
moment we most need it, in respect of any commodity which
can be produced within the confines of the British Empire
The Dominions during the past few years have exported
meat which has been used to a very great extent in sup-
porting our Army, wool to clothe our soldiers and also those
of the Allies in the field, as well as the civil population at
home

;
wheat to the extent of a large proportion of the total

home consumption
; metals, such as copper and lead, so vital

lor the manufacture of ammunition ; minerals, such as molyb-
denite and tungsten, invaluable ingredients in the process
of making steel. Common sen.se and commercial f-r' ight
insist on a closer connexion with our Dominions, not on.ir for
the purpose of reconstructing our civil life, but in order to
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Ik! self-supporting in the event of another international

upheaval. Alas ! the Dominions, with their unlimited possi-

liilities of wealth production, are but sparsely inhabited.

There are vast empty spaces, rich and productive, waiting

for the plough and the man U) guide the machine. Improved
means of communication, niore scientific methods of cultiva-

tion, and higher prices for products are of no practical value

unless the human labour is available to convert these material

advantages into wealth and provide sustenance for the new-
comer.

It may Ije asked. What relevancy have these facta to our

future movements ? They may be of vital significance. On
demobilization our social and industrial life must undergo

rearrangement. During the war nearly 5,000,000 men have

Iteen withdrawn from civil occupations. In some instances

their places have been filled : many trades have been entirely

suspended, many new industries have sprung into existence

as ancillary' to the prosecution of the war ; at the time of the

armistice the total volume of employment, broadly speaking,

was almost as great as it was in 1914. Many of these

avenues of employment have automatically been closed with

the war. Many 8uspende<l industries will remain stagnant

:

and yet a place must l)e found for these millions of soldiers

after their discharge from the Army. It is a moot ({uestion

whether the nation can absorb them all even if they o?e

willing to settle in the land of their fathers. It does, how-

ever, seem certain that there will be a widespread desire to

travel and visit other lands ; the spirit of unrest as a result

of the continuous strain of active warfare, the more ambitious

outlet engendered in the breasts of many, are some of the

causes operating to bring about a repetition on a larger scale

of the experiences of previous wars. These men have i.o

tixed goal before them, except that they will probably

<,'ravitate to the countries of the newer world. If fortune

smiles upon them in their new surroundings they need not

return to the British Isles. There are again many, who are

neither soldiers nor belonging to the unemployed class, who
will desire to try their fortunes in other lands and perhaps

i
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1)0 loat to the Empire. It rHouM Ite the duty of those in

authority to direct the wandering; footsteps of these men
within the Dominions of Great Britain, and our overseas

cousins should l)c ready to welcome them. Life in the

Dominions can no longer be re^rdcd as in the nature of

exile from the mother country and the uprooting of old

associations. There will be the same British institutions,

the same conditions of life, lilteralized, perhaps, by thu

independent spirit of a projjressive people, the same love of

lil)erty, and they will meet thousands of men there who have

fought by their side in the trenches. The inconvenience ol'

distance is being daily overcome. The trip to Australia, the

most distant of the Dominions, is not much longer than the

journey from Edinburgh to London was in the days of

Sir Walter Scott, but considerably safer and attended with less

discomfort. That journey was not then considered banish-

ment, and the traveller was always on British soil. To-day

the toundaries of the Empire have been extended. What
was once spoken of as emigration is nowadays a transfer of

habitation within the Empire. Whatever may be the motive

that actuates the individual he will still remain a unit in the

great Commonwealth of Nations, the producer of wealth and

available for the defence of their common interest. To allow

these men to drift under foreign flags would be rank folly.

This interchange of population is rightly called ' migration'—

the term comprehends all that is conveyed by ' immigration

'

or 'emigration', but the objective is national rather than

sectional, and it is free from the prejudice that has from time

to time been attached to the latter expressions. Moreover,

migration within the Empire can be supported on economic

grounds. The United Kingdom has known its periods of

depression and unemployment, falling wages and distress, and

those conditions frequently follow closely on a temporary

boom of activity which characterizes the early days of peace.

We must not be surprised if history repeats itself. It is

more than likely that the labour market will be congested.

Soldiers are asking, and justly asking, to be placed in occu-

pations that are free from the humiliation of charity. Many
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others who are now at work may be willing to make way for

the soldiers—then there are those engaged in blind-alley

occupations, which will sooner or later terminate, and they
will \m thrown, as their competitors, on a crowded labour
market. Under siich circumstances, wages mnat fall to somo
extent, but every competitor who is removed helps to restore

the balance and with the removal of the surplus supply the
normal sta-idanl of wages will be re-established. This adjust-
ment can be accomplished if an opening can be found without
delay elsewhere within the Empire. This is not a desperate
remedy to relieve the unemployable, but should take place at
an early stage iHjfore unemployment becomes established and
is e.xtended to men who are capable of carving their own
fortunes. Such men, in the various Dominions, will pre-
sumably settle on the soil and will help to increase the output
of raw material desired for the use of the British Isles or other
parts of the Empire ; as they increase and multiply they
create fresh demands for a variety of commodities which can
be supplied by the United Kingdom, and the manufacturers,
instead of being oppressed by the stagnation of a glutted
market and the ruinous competition of other nations, may be
able to acquire an assured outlet within the boundaries of
what, for want of a more expressive term, is called the British
Empire.

,*
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THE FUTURE

The question now arisen, What is to Ite the future relation-

ship between the mother country and the various outposts

of Empire ? Are the ties to I)e drawn closer, or shall these

youn); nations in the various Dominions be allowed aimlessly

to drift? Is the crimson thread to be snapped, or shall it

be woven into the fabric of an elastic and enduring union 1

Is the recent outburst of enthusiasm merely a passing pbiise

of sentiment to be easily forgotten, or is the occasion t> lie

made use of to develop the resources of the Dominions, to

make the Empire self-supporting, and even ultimately to form
a permanent nucleus for the League of Nations? Is the

exchange of commodities to be encouraged on lines of mutual
concession and common benefit, or is the narrow objective

of pure commercialism again to drive the trade to the highest

bidder? Is more frequent intercourse and the exchange of

opinion to be stimulatetl? Is the Britisher who desires to

migrate to be retained within the Empire, or through the

want of sympathy to be driven to shelter himself Iwneath

a foreign flag ? These are vital questions. In a sympathetic

audience but one answer would be expected. It would be

difficult to find a gathering which would be irresponsive. I>ut

there is much diversity of opinion as to the best methods
and the machinery for closer union. We have been invited

to subscrilie to the early acceptance of a definite constitution

in the form of Imperial Federation. No doubt the privilejic

of consultation and representation logically carries with it

the rorreaponding responsibility of taxation. But however
anxious the Dominions may be, and however justifiable their

claim, for a voice in the Cabinet Councils of the Empire,
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I fear that Imperial Federation at the preHcnt time ih pri-

mature. r>iHtance iH the fimt lion in the path. Until the

voyage to Auntralia is ^'i-eatly r(><luce<l in time, until cable

rates are much cheaper and news distributed in greater

detail, her representatives would be unable to perform the

double <luty of serving tlieir own Dominion at home and
sitting in the Cabinet in London. One duty or the other

must lie inadequately p»'rf<}rmed. Moreover, if representation

is to bo liased on population, the Dominions are unlikely to

surrender themselves to the decision of a Parliament in which
the combined vote of all the self-goveming Dominions would
l)e less than that of the United Kingdom. On the other

hand, Uroat Britain would be justified in resisting any sug-

gestion that the policy of this country in respect of foreign

relations should !« determined by a Parliament in which she

might be outvoted by the Donunions. Time will bring an
increase in population and a coni]Uering of d'stance. Unsatis-

factory as a loose union is, bonds prematurely applied arc

more than dangerous, and however attractive the idea of

Imperial Federation may be, the wise policy is to hasten
slowly. In the near future ditt'erent portions of His Majesty's
Dominions may be endowed with larger powers of self-

government. Possibly those enjoying the status of responsible

government may be incorporated in wider federal areas. It

is wise to woit and see. Much can l»e done in the meantinie
to establish a better mutual understanding, a closer union
of sentiment and interest ; and on these foundations, if truly

and carefully laid, may be erected a grander superstructure

in years to come by the process of gradual evolution.

There ure three outstanding features of the Imperial
problem— (1) Great Britain is not self-supporting; (2) Aus-
tralia possesses unlimite<l resources, but (3) suffers from the

sparseness of its population.

One of t^e many lessons that have been impressed upon
us as the result of the war is the dangerous extent to which
the United Kingdom is dependent upon other nations for

manufactures and raw materials, and even the necessaries of

life. This position is attributable to the practice of pa^st
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generations, which assumed the continuance of peaceful con-
ditions. The two guiding stars in the policy of this countrj-
during last century were buying in the cheapest markets
and reposing a blind confidence in the integrity of all our
neighbours. In this way we, as a nation, had allowed our
agricultural production to fall below the demands of the
population. We had ceased to manufacture many articles in
daily demand (some of which indeed were proved to lie vital
to the prosecution of the war) because it was said they could
be procured elsewhere at less cost and more conveniently
than in Britain; and it was owing largely to the foresight
of the Government of the day in at once bottling up the
enemy fleet, and the traditional courage of our Navy, that we
have been able to preserve our sea-routes with comparatively
small losses.

When we look around the Dominions we find in them the
means of supplying the Empire with practically every prxxluct
necessary for commerce, yet these opportunities have not
been properly developed through Avant oi encouragement.
Overseas traders have frequently, without success, sought
for markets in the United Kingdom, and whilst these over-
tures met with inadequate support, the old country was
unconsciously pursuing a policy that was fraught with the
utmost danger to the people on the outbreak of war. Let
us take Australia as a typical object-lesson. I select the
Commonwealth as being the country about which I am most
competent to express an opinion, although I freely admit
that the other Dominions have grounds for like complaint.
Australia embraces an immense territory, in area exceeding
the United States of America, and richly endowed by nature
with mineral wealth and a soil that will supply all forms
of primary produce. The Broken Hill Silver Lead Mines are
one of the largest, if not the largest, of its kind in the world.
The parent company has paid dividends approaching ten
millions of money in the course of its operations. Tasmania
possesses one of the largest tin mines in the world. The
Burrinjuck Reservoir in New South Wales is undoubtedly
the largest storage work in the southern hemisphere, im-

%aki
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pounding as much water as is contained in Sydney Harbour,
and capable of supporting, on the areas which it supplies

with water, a population of many thousands. Yet, through
the policy of unsuspecting confidence, the Commonwealth
at the outbreak of war found themselves in the hands of

German companies for the treatment of zinc and lead concen-
trates. The mining companies were tound by the terms of

the bond to renew the contract for smelting on the termina-

tion of the war with the German people, and to supply them
with the necessary raw material for mu-^itions of war. The
Federal Government appealed to the Parliament of the United
Kingdom to release the Commonwealth from this burden and
the Empire from this menace, lielieving that the British

Government was the proper authority to move in such a
matter. For reasons that have never been understood, or
satisfactorily explained, the Government found themselves
unequal to the task. Had Australia been contented with this

attitude of non ^mssumus the consequences might have been
grave to all the Allies. The Commonwealth, however, realized

the danger, and resolved to create a new precedent: they
assumed the responsibility themselves and terminated this

iniquitous arrangement. In respect of wool again, in quality

and quantity, Australia is amongst the leading nations of the

world. In that country the growth of the finer quality

merino wool is carried to its highest perfection. In 1913
the British Empire produced more than one-half of the

world's output of wool, and of that quantity no less than
25 per cent, found its destination in Germany and Austria.

The production of Australia alone for that year of wool of

all kinds was 633,000,000 lb., 28 per cent, of which was
diverted to Germany and Austria ; and a substantial quantity

of the United Kingdom wool clip (small as it is in comparison

with the wants of the nation) was sent across the Channel

to our enemies. There is a metal—wolfram—a discovery

of recent years, which is obtained in very large quantities

within the Empire, and which plays a most important part

in the hardening of tools for engineering and factory purposes.

Yet by the methods of peaceful penetration the Germans had
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obtained such a firm footing in the markets of the United
Kmgdom, that when at last the British Government awakened
to the importance of being self-supporting and manufacturing
their own machine tools, the enemy made a successful atteujpt
to render the project unprofitable by severe undercutting of
prices. A serious note of alarm was sounded during the war
at the prospect of a general food shortage and of the in-
sufficiency of wheat supplies, yet the possibilities of wheat
production in Australia are unlimited. There are vast virgin
territories still ready for cultivation, awaiting only the arrival
of the settler and communication with the export markets
Research work has now produced a wheat seed that is more
prolific and has greater powere of resisting drought than in
past years. These cUscoveries, with improved methods of
cultivation, have led to the occupation and profitable use
of vast areas, which a comparatively few years ago were
considered as being beyond the margin of productive agri-
culture,

"

Turning to the United Kingdom. We find the avera-e
onsumption of wheat in the United Kingdom, taken over
a penod of five years, 1909-13, was :>60,000,000 bushels.
In 1918, which was a record year for the British Isles, the
actual production of wheat was only 80,000,000 bushels

-

about one-third of our requirements, and the prospects of
substantially increasing that yield are unduly remote. Take
meat, such as beef, lamb, and mutton—seven-nineteenths of
the annual consumption was imported. With regard to wool—
we know of the enormous quantities which have come to this
country from Australia. Further, we need only refer *o the
history of this war to realize how dependent we are for those
minerals of which the Dominions enjoy an abundance. Self-
mterest, therefore, suggests that we should ensure a constant
f'upply of those raw materials from our own kith and kin, on
whose sympathies we may count, rather than be dependent
on the changing goodwill of foreign countries.

Australia with a huge territory, alas ! is held by a mere
handful of people. If every man, woman, and child therein
joined hands they could not reach round the coast-line Yet
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small as are the number great have been their achievements.
For more than a century they have been occupied with the
arduous task of pioneering work. Remote from the compli-
cations of European politics and undisturbed by the clash of
hostile arms within her Iwundaries, her people have been con-
tent to pursue the paths of peaceful progress. With no reputa-
tion for military activities their wondrous rally to the cry
that freedom was in danger was a surprise to the enemy and
an inspiration to the people of the Allied countries. This
great army hastily raisetl by voluntary effort won their spurs
on that grey morning in April. 1915, when they fa«ed un
unknown foe at Anzac Cove : they have gained fresh laurels
on many a field of Uttle since that day, and they have proved
themselves worthy to stand alongside of the best troops of the
Empire. They have been forced to participate in European
policy and have made good a claim at least for consultation
m the consideration of those matters which might result in
the shedding of the best blood of the sons of the Common-
wealth. They are a nation worthy of the stock from which
they sprang.

Unfortunately Australia's output is at a figure lower than
its capacity on account of the comparatively few hands
engaged in production. The time will come, I hope, when the
population of the Commonwealth will increase rapidly, when
the output of wealth will be multiplied in quantity and value,
and the raw materials will be available primarily for the con-
stituent membere of a mighty cohesive and self-sustaining
Empire. On the other hand, Australians will still maintain
their policy of a White Australia, and are prepared to fill their
vacant spaces with their own stock from these islands and
thereby obtain added strength to maintain a policy of racial
purity.

At the present moment, however, any pi-opaganda^ with
regarrl to emigration is inopportune. The various Govern-
ments of Australia have the paramount responsibility of
repatriating their own returned soldiers, either in city or
rural pursuits. At the same time it is felt that every avail-
able man and woman is required in the United Kingdom to
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re-establish the suspended industries, to help rebuild the

ravaged territories of Belgium and France, and to re-equip

the nation for the peaceful competition of commerce in the

immediate future. Whether employment will be found for

everybody is not quite certain. I hope the demand will be

quite equal to the supply; br' whatever may be the oppor-

tunities for employment in thi>. cc ;ntry, there are no doubt
great numbers of demobilized soldiers and women who are

determined to travel. The yearning for adventure is not

yet dead. This tendency is prompted by the spirit of unrest

which is consequential on every national upheaval after a
long war. Others, again, will feel constrained by the limits

of their own circle with which they have formerly been con-

tent ; and there is, moreover, an undercurrent of opinion that

life is more comfortable and money more easily earned in the

Dominions. Unfortunn,tely, or fortunately, there is plenty of

elbow-room in Australia. The population was small before

the outbreak of war, but ft has been seriously reduced since

then. The cities are too large. The country is comparatively

empty. If there is to be an exodus from these shores then
let the stream be confined within the boundaries of the

Empire to people our Dominions, to strengthen our manhood,
to increase our resources. It is no longer a question of losing

people if they are conserved to the great Commonwealth of

Nations. Migration has become an issue of equally vital

interest to the mother country and the Dominions.

The situation in Australia is unique and urgent. It is one

of the largest of the Dominions in territory
;
geographically

it is remote and isolated, inadequately defended against

attack owing to the shortage of population, and seriously

'•andicapped in respect of British immigration by distance and
>st of transport. The passage rates prior to the war were

quite beyond the reach of the ordinary immigrant, and the

contributions by the State Governments became burdensome
if carried out on a large scale. During the war the steamer
fares were raised to prohibitive figures and the outlook was
far from encouraging. The attitude, however, of the Secre-

tary of State for the Colonies is most heartening and fraught
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with untold benefits to the policy of Empire cohesion and
continuity. It would appear from recent pronouncements
that the British Government recognize an obligation to place
the demobilizetl man and woman in congenial occupation in
whatever part of the Empire he or she may wish to be dis-
charged and undertake to pay for their passages to the nearest
port. This declaration has Ijeen received with marked satis-
faction: for it preserves British man power under the flag, it
develops the resources of the Dominions, it increases their
powers of self-defence, and in respect of Australia removes
the handicap of distance and cost which operated prejudicially
in her interests in days gone by. This policy is limited to
men and women who have served in the various war organi-
zations, but it is hoped that the principle therein recognized
may be extended and some agreement may be arrived at
whereby the Home Government and the Dominions may con-
tribute to the cost of placing British civilians also in happy
homes overseas.

In the interests of the Empire this policy of financial assis-
tance might be prudently extended. It is not sufficient to pay
a new-comer's cost of transport if there is no employment
awaiting him in the new country. Australia endeavours to
ensure that every immigrant arriving under Government
auspices shall be offered an opening ' on the land '. Immigra-
tion and land settlement are thus complementary to each
other. But in order to render agricultural life profitable the
holding must be connected by rail with the markets. A
very comprehensive scheme of railway construction was
initiated before the outbreak of war; but the inevitable
restriction upon State borrowing during the course of the
war has correspondingly reduced the mileage of new railways
very drastically. Consequently, the amount of land that can
be offered in the near future for productive settlement is
limited, and until the States can approach the money market
with freedom this difficulty must continue. Is it unreason-
able to suggest that the British Government might further
recognize the Imperial responsibility for overseas settlement
by advancing money to expedite schemes of land settlement
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which make adequate provision for settling British ex-sold iei-H

and eventually the ordinary emigrant civilian ? Such a pro-

posal is not unreasonable. It is not a free gift, but providing
facilities for securing loan moneys which will be ropaid. This
will quicken the pace of land settlement overseas and will

expedite the day when the British ex-soldier will find a rest-

ing-place and make a new start in the world of peace. Such
a scheme would, of course, necessitate the submission of pro-

posals of settlement which would be in its broad features

acceptable to the British authorities.

In the meantime I plead for two things—a wider know-
ledge and a closer sympathy. Before 1914 the mutual
ignorance of the various portions of the Empire was
lamentable; although the war has acted as an educational

agency, still there are vast gaps of knowledge to Iw filled

;

we are all conscious of each other's shortcomings. Australia
being one of the youngest and the most distant outposts
of the Empire is the least known, and I am afraid is at

times not understood. This situation may be the result of,

at all events it was reflecte*! in, the old Colonial Office policy.

Under our system of representative Government the grievances
and aspirations of a constituency are ventilated through the

local member and the Minister whase department is atiected.

Close contjvct and (juick access and personal meetings give

a power and vigour to representations which distance

unfortunately destroys, and the local member carries the

responsibility of loss of prestige if he fails adeijuately to

voice the wishes of his constituents. At all events a hearing,'

is secured and a reason must be advanced in support ol"

a refusal. To some extent the relationship of the overseas
colonies to the Colonial Office was .similar to that between
the individual electorate and its member in the Britisii

Parliament. The parallel may not be complete, yet it is

a fact that the only channel for representation that whs
available to residents in the Colonies during last century
(and to a large extent at the present moment) was through
the Secretary of State for the Colonies ; and thus it happened
that distance weakened the force of the representation.
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Throujfh want of knowledge of colonial conditions and of
the individuals concerned the official mind was nccessiirily

unable to acquire the necessary note of sympathy. Colonial
grievances received short shrift. The Colonies themselves,
indeed, w>."e regarded an an expensive encumbrance, and
whilst petitions which were deemed by the colonist to be
meritorious were pigeon-holed, the l)onds of union were being
undermined by the cold indifference of British administration.
Those defects have to a large extent been removed in recent
years, but the extraordinary and rapid changes brought aliout

by the war in the relations of the Dominions with the
mother country demand further changes and progressive

administration to continually keep abreast of these new
developments.

I wish to guard against any suggestion that the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, or his staff, are wanting in sympathy
towards the Dominions. I freely recognize that Lord Milner
does his best to meet the aspirations and desires of all sections
of the Empire. I keenly appreciate his goodwill, but he is

working with machinery that is now becoming obsolete.

The very name of ' Colonial Office ' is now out of date, and
resurrects associations and recollections which in old days
stood for want of sympathy and indifference. Why should
the Minister who presides over the self-governing portions
of the Empire be encumbered with the administration of the
Crown Colonies? The necessary changes are a matter of
policy for the Government rather than for the individual
Minister, and it is to them that I make the appeal to recog-

nize the great pace at which constitutional history is being
made to-day, to scrap the old machinery and replace it with
what is up to date. I venture to suggest, as one who has
hatl experience of the working of the Colonial Office,

both in this country and in Australia, that the officers of
the Dominions Department in the future should have
served their apprenticeship in the Dominions; not in the
Commonwealth of Australia alone, but they should devote
a reasonable period of time to each of these great outposts
of Empire, in order to qualify themselves for the better
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understanding of them all on their return to London. They
should learn the physical geography, become acquainted with
the resources of each country. They should study on the
spot the operations of liberal institutions and social experi-
ments and the working of the democratic mind of these
young communities. An attitude of sympathy with the
aspirations of these free people should be encouraged, and
their minds should be receptive to the progressive ideas that
are continually being promulgated in these new countries.
No business house which desires to achieve success would
venture to send to a foreign country a traveller who could
not speak the language and did not understand the habits
and the idiosyncrasies of his new customers. How much
more necessary is this personal experience in the field of
Empire building and the cultivation of the bonds of sentiment

!

As a matter of mutual education I consider it equally
important that the more capable officials in the various
Dominion Governments should undergo a period of probation
and training under the Secretary of State in this country.
Statistics in themselves are of little value. Individual officers

may be replete with knowledge acquired by reading, but it

is the actual experience and the sympathy gained by personal
acquaintance which breathes the breath of life into the dry
bones of mere official erudition.

I take this opportunity of expressing the appreciation of
Australia (I assume it is supported by the other Dominions)
of the useful work that is performed by the Royal Colonial
Institute in this respect. For many years it has been the
rallying-point for visitors overseas, and the traveller from
the Dominions always relies upon a warm welcome at the
hands of the Council of the Institute. They have done much
to spread knowledge of the people and the resources of the
Empire. They have endeavoured to encourage the flow of
migration from this country to the Dominions and to build
up the strength of the British Empire and help to populate
the vast and er-pty spaces. Much as they have done, there
is a large field still before them of useful work, and their
patriotic example may well be followed by organizations and
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individuals who have at heart the cementinj,' of the bonds of
anion.

At present Great Britain and the Dominions constitute
a loosely-knit association of nations bound together by the
bonds of conunon ancestry, common traditions, and common
language

; these can be strengthened by the cultivation and
appreciation of a common sentiment. In past ages the idea
of empire has always been identified with that of despotism,
but it is the glory of the British Empire that the term has
for many years been associated with and has been synonymous
with political liberty. It is my belief that an unswerving
respect for the political rights of the people is the strongest
bond of unity and loyalty. Great Britain has much to be
proud of

:
her people are not too conservative to adapt them-

selves to new conditions. In the past, England has been the
nursing mother of representative institutions. We hope that
the verdict of history will be that the British Empire is the
most perfect type and example of the federation of free
peoples in the great Commonwealth of Nations and the most
effective power for good the world has ever seen.

H




